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Second attack of
virus in dorms

By Kara Hull

NEWS EDITOR

An attack on the University
computer network thai briefly
Interrupted Internet service for
on-campus residents two weeks
ago is back.
Beginning its second round as
early as Monday night, the attack
continues to cripple Internet
service for on-campus students
allowing little or no access to offcampus websites. Officials with
Information Technology Services
have found 600 student computers containing "back doors"
that allow hackers to control the
systems from a remote location
and flood the network with outgoing messages on command.
The reappearance of what is
being dubbed as a "Bot" attack is
the result of systems that weren't
easily Identifiable last time and
have sat quietly until now, said
Bruce Petryshak, chief information officer at the University.

"As long as they remain
infected, tiien this thing can flare
up and trigger quite easily," he
said, "So we nerd to gel to those
machines and get them cleaned
up and we're trying to work out a
way thai we can do that quickly."
But a Bot attack shouldn't be
confused with a computer virus
like the fast-spreading MS Blaster
virus that hit campus during
student move-in last fall.
Peiryshak said
"There's viruses, theres worms
and now they're Dots," he said.
laughing. This is actually a whole
different level."
Instead, an undetected virus
on the computer can create the
"hack door" making it eas\ lor
attackers to take controlof the system at any time, posing not only
network problems, but a threat to
personal security, increasing the
risk of identity theft.
"Once infected, then the
machines make connections to

sites of attacker's choosing, and
then are able to take control of
the student's machine to make
them attack other machines
and possibly expose personal
information,"
said
Kent
Strickland, information security
officer with ITS.
And according to Petryshak.
it only takes a small number of
computers to clog even a "robust"
network like the University's. Only
50 of the 600 infected computers
are the cause of this week's slow
service.
"It only takes a handful of
diem to create a big problem,
and we've got quite a lot (in the
residence halls)," Petryshak said
"These things really clog it up.
It doesn't matter how much
bandwidth we purchase, these
things wiD just eat it up."
staff members with Residential
Computing Connection are
contacting students with infected
systems to take them off the netVIRUS, PAGE 2
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RAINY DAY: Roomates Shannon Getch, a sophomore from Painville, undecided (left), and her roomate, Audrey
Rawski. Toledo, an Education major specilizing in Intagrated Social Studies take advantage in the break in the
sudden shower shortly after 4:00pm Wednesday and make a slow dash back to Home -Sweet-Home located
in Founders.

Instructor sheds
light on BGSU
^™^^

By Carrie Whitaker
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Pat Francis believes strongly that as an instructor at this
University he is required to give
students every possible tool they
could need to find success.
In accordance to this personal
mandate, he has invested a lot
of time and money to create a
unique new Web site for the use
of his students and others at universities nation-wide.
Francis, who works in the
Geology department, chose to
mix his knowledge of meteorology and technology to create www.
weather.bgsu.edu, as a resource
for his classes.

Fht' main source
UIIIITP nf
The
of infnrinformation on die site is from die
National Science Foundation,
but data is compiled from many
other sources.
The information is available
because Francis helped BGSU
become a member of a database
community called Unidata.
Since 1980, information has
been available through Unidata as
part of the University Corporation
for Atmospheric Research, run
by the National Corporation
of Atmospheric Research and
funded by the National Science
Foundation.
Other memberschools include
University of Arizona, Indiana
University, Ohio State, Florida
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SURGERY: Doctors train residents using computer controlled simulator, mannequins

Mannequins help in surgery
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State, Francis said.
"As you can see there are a lot
of larger schools, larger programs
out there that are becoming visible because of the use of this
data," Francis said. "As a member
of tliis department (at BGSU), a
department's job is to expand the
vision and the viability of the program and the university."
And despite the most important reason behind the site - making this information available to
students - it has also turned a
spodight on BGSU, Francis said.
For example, Francis said,
maybe someone wanted to know
what Hurricane Frances was
doing. "What if instead of saying.

By Patricia Corrigan
KB!

ST. LOUIS-The patient,
covered with a green drape,
lies on the table in the
operating room. Dr. Caroline
Hall and Dr. Ryan 1-eifheit.
first-year residents in anesthesiology at St. Louis University.
move smoothly between the
monitors and the patient, who
is undergoing surgery for a broken wrist. Suddenly, concerned
about a report from one of the
monitors, liifheit says, "We've
got a leak. This is a disaster."
Leifheitattemptstodcterminc

the origin of the problem. With
I kill, he backtracks to when the
problem first occurred, and they
try to cornet it. Eventually, the
patient stabilizes, and the Burger) is complete. "Let's take her
to recovery before something
else happens," says I eitlieit. an
expression of profound relief
evident on his lace.
From a control room behind
an observation window with
one-way glass comes the voice
of Dr. Nahel Saied: That's the
point. Anything can happen any
time,"
Saied is an assistant profes-

sor of anesthesiology at the SI.U
School of Medicine and the
director of the simulation program at the school's life Support
Skills Center. The patient is not
a "her" at all, but a $240,000
life-sized, computer-controlled
simulator mannequin named
i ddie.
Eddie's cohort, Sam-who
has been known to don a wig
and go by the name Samantha
-serves the same purpose at the
Clinical Simulation Center at
Washington University. Fddie
and Sam have similar medical histories. Every week, each

INSTRUCTOR,PAGE 2

MANNEQUINS, PAGE 2

Psychologist tells students about suicide
By Angela L Gorier
HINAGING EDII0R

It is not a widely spoken
occurrence, especially on
college campuses. However,
numbers show that universities such as Bowling Green
should be more concerned
when it comes to suicide and
college-aged individuals.
In recognition of Suicide
Prevention. Week and Women's
Health Month, theWomen's Center
presented Dr. Cathy Kocarek. As

part of the center's brown bag
luncheon series, Kocarek spoke to
a group on the subject of "College
Women and Suicide."
"Whenever I think about
suicide, it hits me in a very
different way," said Kocarek,
psychology
resident
and
assistantdiiectoroftheUniversity's
counseling center.
She said that every week she
meets with students who are
concerned with the issue of
suicide either pertaining to

themselves or a family member.
According to the American
Association of Suicidology, as of
2001, suicide was the third leading
cause of death for individuals ages
15 to 24.
However, the University's counseling center has not seen any
completed acts of suicide within
the past two years — three years
ago there were two.
Though, Kocarek said, this is
not an accurate reflection of the
feeling on campus.

As of last fall, the center began
keepingtrackofthe issues brought
to them relating to suicidality —
anonymously. The results shown
that 63 percent of women and 34
percent of men who visited the
counseling center had symptoms
of suicidology. Of those, over 20
percent (62 percent of which were
women) had actually attempted
suicide.
This number includes all
students at the University,
including graduates students.

I cvels of suicidality. Kocarek
said, vary. The first being "suicidal
ideation." Ideation means that the
individual has had thoughts or
feelings of suicide, but you would
not know about the tendency if
you were standing with them. As
a friend or acquaintance, you just
are not going to know, she noted.
The second level, is suicidal
behavior, "an observable level of
behavior. This carries the highest
risk of suicide." she said.
In a transparency used to

describe suicide and its causes,
Kocarek referenced Edwin
Schncidman, a clinical psychologist and expert on loss and grief.
Suicide is caused by psychache," he wrote in a 1993 study.
"Psychache refers to the hun,
anguish, soreness, aching, psychological pain in the psyche, the
mind."
"Everyone will experience some
form of psychache," Kocarek
said. Though, at varying levels of
intensity.
SUICIDE. PAGE 2

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com
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SATURDAY

Partly
Cloudy

High:78*
Low: 54*

SUNDAY

Cloudy

High:R0"
Low: 57"

FOR Mi THE NEWS VISIT WWW.BGNEWS.COM

MONDAY

Partly
Cloudy

High: 7r
Low: 45"

Cloudy
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lligh::H"
Low: 52*
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Mannequins help prepare for surgical crises
U1NNFQIIIIK
MANNEQUINS. FROM
FROM PAfiF
PAGE 11
suffers numerous bean attacks,
experiences repeated pulmonary
problems and comes close to
death. I he full-Dodj mannequins
have mechanical hearts thai beat
a pulse that throbs and hands that
twit) h I hen eves dilate, open and
dose. Ihey even cry. vomit and
produce urine.
Most doctors consider the
opportunity to leant on a medical mannequin a !xx>n to patient
safety. During mock surgery, a
mannequin can be programmed
lo exhibit such complications as
throat spasms, asthma attacks
and irregular heartbeat
These are events the residents
are not expecting, though they
have ixi-n trained to deal with
them.' said III Mark (jnminale,
chairman ol anestheslology and

Mb
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simulator myself. You get caught
up in die scenario. You lose sight
of the fact that it's a simulation. You get drawn in, and you
sweat," he said. "But if you make a
mistake, you're not going to harm
anyone."
All training sessions are taped
and played back, so participants
and observers can watch and
learn. The Life Support Skills
Center cost about $1 million
when it was built four years ago
The Clinical Simulation Center at
Washington University, constructed in a converted operating room
for $500,000, opened in 1996.
"We were the first center
to open in the Midwest, and
probably the first in the U.S. to
teach and train students and
doctors," said Dr. David Murray,

critical care at St. Louis University.
'With the simulator, we can
watch the way they deal with the
problem without worrying about
patient injury. Also, we can stop
the computer and say, "You did
that wrong, let's try it again,'
which is something we can't do in
the operating room."
Comunale compared anesthesiology to flying a plane.
"Putting someone to sleep can be
analogous to taking off. During
aspiration, you're cruising at
altitude. Coming out of anesthesia
is landing," he said. A successful
flight, as it were, depends on a lot
of drugs and a lot of equipment.
Sessions with Eddie work well
for training both residents and
faculty, said Comunale. "I've
had the opportunity to use the

_ .

director of the Wash U Center.
"People have always said this (the
simulator) was a great device to
increase patient safety, but no
one ever said how to do that. We
had a head start defining what we
wanted to teach and what we
wanted to train people to da"
Murray wants to train doctors
to be better at their craft "The
technology is up to date. It doesn't
need to get better," he said. "What
needs to get better is how we use
the technology to train people so
that they are better physicians."
He glanced up at the closedcircuit screen showing five of
his 17 first-year anesthesiology
residents at work on Sam. "This
afternoon, we're melding a couple of different problems, among
them decreased oxygen levels.

.

.._

This is different from a classroom where we tell you that the
patient has pneumonia and then
we teach you about pneumonia
and how it decreases oxygen level.
This is very different."
In the mock operating room
with the students, Dr. Joseph Kras,
associate director of the Center,
asked Dr. leffrey Yoder for a
diagnosis of the rapidly declining
patient's condition. "Myocardial
ischemia," said Yoder. With the
other residents, Yoder paused to
discuss what that diagnosis might
mean and what actions might be
called for.
Still watching from the next
room, Murray commented, "You
would never be able to stop in
die middle of a crisis situation
and make time for deductive

, ., „
..j u.
reasoning.''
Thenihe noted
that
lulie Woodhouse, the nurse who
works as the program's administrator, "must be doing everything
she can on the computer to keep
Sam going while the students talk
this through."
Three residents, Dr. Shawn
Snow, Dr. Haiqiong Riggs and
Dr. Brian Cohen, gathered to talk
about their training.
"Working with the mannequin
is a unique opportunity for the
instructor to throw problems at
us," said Snow. He paused and
laughed. "It seems I'm never in
the group with an easy induction.
But in this business, you see a lot
of emergencies happen, and with
the mannequin, you learn what
to do without having to leam on a
real patient."

"Today - with the technology and high
speed opportunities we have- really only
restriction is the speed of light"

Talking reduces suicide risk
SUCIDE. FROM PAGE 2

JEFF WEBER

Factors relating to the risk of
suicide oi suicidal tendencies, also differ. Relationships
seem to have the largest impact
on the lisk ol suicide. When
relationships are not going well
that increases the risk, Kocarek
said. \nd when they are going
well, ami they (the individual at
risk feel i onnected, that then
can be a protective factor in
times oi stress.
Women are more likely to
attempt suicide and men are
more likely to succeed, said
Heath
lluher.
community
educator at the Women's Center
and member of Men Educating
Men on the Prevention of Sexual
Vssaull (Ml Mi's\.
"As far as a cry for help
goes women are socialized at

Other options listed include:
directly asking "Are you thinking of killing yourself?;" trusting
your inner voice; when in doubt,
consult and acknowleding the
fact that she/he has told you
about his/her thoughts. If she
talks, there is at least a small part
of her that wants to live, Kocarek
said.

"Psychache refers
to the hurtpsychological
pain in the psyche,
in the mind
-Dr. Cathy Kocarek
accepting help more than men
are," he said.
This is why talking with a
friend or family member that
may or may not have symptoms
of suicidality is important.
The
counseling
center
suggests speaking with the
individual in private and letting
her know that you care and are
concerned as ways to possibly
prevent an attempt at suicide.

Website gives local weather

Women's Issues
49 percent — the number
of women who stress over
"other" relationship
difficulties
46 percent — the number
of women who stress over
self-esteem problems

• Counseling Center (3722081)
• The link Crisis - 24-hour line
(352-1545)
• Student Health Services (3722271)
• Wood County Hospital
Emergency Line (354-8910)
•Counseling Center Web site
www.bgsu.edu/offices/sa/counseling
• Ulifeline.org

Eight Stressors for
Wbmen
• "Other" relationship dif
fkidties - not relating to
love, family or friends
• Self-Esteem Problems
• Academic Pressure/
failure
• Difficulties with Family
• Lack of Ittends/Social
Support
• Uncertain Career Future
• Social Alienation/
Isolation
• Relationship Break-up

ITWWW.liGNEWS.COM

INSTRUCTOR. FROM PAGE 1
' let's check weather.com', they say,
let's check out Bowling Green?'"
I rands said with a smile.
His main goal, however, is to
give his Weather and (limate students the chance to understand
meteorology in a new way.
"There are many ways to evict
cate a person," Francis said. "You
can educate with pieces of paper,
or you can educate by watching
the weather and most importantly by having the students
utilize the top of die line, most
common software used in this
science"
The site makes local weather
data available, including diagrams, links to other Web sites as
well as satellite images from all
over the world and much more.
It has also generated over
I million hits in the last year,
Francis said.
The site is useful for other
students as well, Francis said.
"Anyone can use the Unidata

Donkeys

Second Wave
VIRUS, FROM PAGE l

MOrff
SWiKUKS
^ $14.99

$14,99 1

Sept. 6 - Sept 9
1 0AM to 9PM
TOPS

work and clean their computers.
Computers on the administrative network and in labs are not
affected.
Starting from scratch is the
only way to clear a computer from
"back doors," Strickland said.
"The best practice recommendation is for those students
to reformat their hard drives and
start over," he said. "You cannot
trust those systems any longer.
Attackers have had access to them
and there's no telling what they've
done with them."
Keeping computers updated
with anti-virus software, personal
firewalls and watching what software and other files are downloaded is key for preventing future
attacks, Petryshak said.
"All of that diligence being a
good network citizen is really
important because it avoids much
of this," he said. "We'll do as much
as we can to help (students), we'll
do as much as we can to control
this and keep it out of the campus,
but we need their help too."

i

(Mon-Thurs)

information, that is why it is a
resource community."
Jeff Weber, software engineer
and climatologist from Boulder,
Colo., works for Unidata. He
said the community has now
grown internationally, reaching
Australia Vietnam, Russia, the
United Kingdom, Antarctica,
Barbados, Costa Rica and Hong
Kong.
"Today - with the technology
and high-speed opportunities
we have—really the only restriction is the speed of light," Weber
said. "Which makes for a better
community on die Internet."
Francis has taken the chance
to link BGSU to this community and if you ask him, weather.
bgsu.edu is nowhere near completion.
"This isn't elaborate yet. what
you are looking at is only the
beginning," Francis said. In the
near future he wants to have
every single radar on die planet
available at students' fingertips.

kill
more
people
annually
than

plane crashes.

TAKE A ROAD TRIP!
EERS BANDS
Just 40 minutes south
of Bowling Green
in Bluffton, Ohio

Bowen-Thompson
Student Union

(Exit 142 off 1-75)

XNTS.

$7.99

$9.99

TANKS
$4.99

or Shine
performances from....
The Recipe The Shantee
Grasshopper Pie The One-Eyed Show
Skeleton Crew

Smokestack

2 Nights of Camping!
$30 in advance
$38 at the gate '
1-800-300-6187
or thru the web site

The Ritchey Brothers Band

MAJOR BRANDS
minor prices!!
i

JP & The Chatfield Boys

Papaw's Dawg

Amber & The Dirty Bathwater Boys

BEER SOLD AT STATE
MINIMUM PRICES ON SITE!!

WWW.RIPPLEFEST.COM
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Survey determines success indicators
A recent study by the Student Monitor surveyed 1,200
undergraduate students to find what they think are
the top three indicators of success. Students listed a
happy marriage, satisfying career and good friends
as their top three. Other indicators included having
control of one's schedule and an interesting job.

CAMPUS

Grade point averages rising in many colleges
decried the move.
But those education leadKRICAMPUS
ers are also asking more quesIt's the battle of the grade-point tions. Are students getting higher
grades for the same work — a
average: down versus up.
phenomenon known as grade
Up is winning.
A UNC Chapel Hill study this inflation?
And if so, is that a real
year confirmed grades at the
campus keep rising. 41 percent problem?
"1 don't think anybody knows
of the University's grades were As
in spring 2003 compared with 38 for sure," said Wayne Walcott,
UNCC's provost.
percent four years earlier.
Walcott said he's sure that if he
Chancellor lames Moeser
pledged to so do something looked at data from the past sevabout it, though no major chang- eral freshman classes, it would
show their GPAs rising. But that
es have happened yet
Carolinas data are spotty doesn't mean the students are
overall, but grade-point aver- getting grades that aren't justiages continue to rise at UNC fied, he said. Scores on the SAT
Chapel Hill. UNC Greensboro and high school GPAs are also up,
and Duke University. The Walcott said.
"We're getting better students.
same thing happens at UNC
Charlotte, the University of South he said. "Would we expect grades
( .HDIIII.I and other campuses, to go up? Sure."
Some critics believe universiadministrators say.
And this fall, administrators are ties are boosting grades because
keeping their eyes on one of their of consumer pressures, both
elite peers, Princeton University, from families paying for competwhich decided this spring to itive schools and students who
limit the number of/Ys professors get to evaluate their teachers
One of the staunchest advocould hand out because students
were earning too many. Snidents cates of a grade crackdown,
By Sharif Durtiams

Duke University professor Stuart grade boost is difficult because to qualify for the Phi Beta Kappa
Rojstaczer, has documented professors have different goals honor society, or else too many
students would be in it.
the rise in grades in his Web when they grade students.
"It's sort of hard to know how
Some use them as incentives
site www.gradeintlation.com.
I lis study of 22 schools says the and give students high grades to reward really excellent work,
for making vast because A' doesn't really mean
grade-point average
improvements. that anymore," Gordon said.
rose from 2.94 to
"It's
sort
Duke Provost Peter binge said
even if all the work
3.09 between 1992
of hard to
isn't excellent. Some Princeton's decision didn't raise
and 2002.
their Courses many eyebrows in his campus.
At private schools
know how to argue
are tough and that That's probably because Duke
in his study, the
reward really anyone who sur- already had this fight
GPAs rose from
Seven years ago, former Duke
vives deserves a
3.11 to 3.26.
excellent work, good
grade. Others statistics professor Val Johnson
Rojstaczer refers
because A' still believe they do devised a weighted grading systo arguments from
good job of dis- tem to calculate grade-point
grade
inflation
doesn't really atributing
As, C's and averages. As, lor instance, would
believers that grades
mean that
F's to the students count less toward a student's GPA
rose in the 1960s
if everyone in the class receives
them.
because of faculty
anymore." whoHiedeserve
problem with an A. the A would matter more
sympathetic to stugiving more high in calculating grades if some students who were PETER GORDON, UNC
gradesisthat it dam- dents received IV
avoiding the draft
CHAPEL PROFESSOR
Gordon said Johnsons pro
ages some of these
during the Vietnam
War. Grades jumped again start- incentives, said Peter Gordon, posal was like ranking college
ing in the 1980s, Rojstaczer said, the UNC Chapel Hill profes- football teams by the strength
sor who led the latest campus of opponents In their schedule.
due to economic pressures.
although that comparison, he
His Web site also notes, "This grade study.
Gordon believes at least said, is somewhat oversimpliconjecture is based on personal
experience and anecdotal evi- some grade inflation exists and fied.
"There was a major debate,
dence. It would be difficult, If not thai il lias notable effects. I le said
the university has to keep tight- and it was very divisive." Lange
impossible, to prove."
Pinning down a cause for the ening die standards for students said. 1 le also argued it wasn't very

Nigerian immigrant protests to
receive financial aid money

eetalife
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rhe calendar ol
of events is taken from
hrtp-J/ew
hup:. lU'DKlniMi.ttlu

8 ;i.iii - S p.m.
GET OUT HER VOTE
Vbter registration and info table
sponsored by the Organization
for Women's Issues.
Ixluaition BuUdtng Steps
8 am. - 6 p.m.
BAGGAGE OR THE RESIDUAL
EFFECTS OF DREAMING
A collaborative installation by
the participants of The 2004
Alternative Spring Break \ni-t
West Coast Road Trip.
Bouvn Tltompson Student Union
(Mlaries
10 a.m. - 3 p.m.
COIN COLLECTION EXHIBIT
Information on historical coins^
and coin collection display
sponsored by Phi Beta Sigma
Fraternity.
Bouvn Thompson Student Union
Lobby

11 a.m. - 4 p.tn.
PHI KAPPA TAU RUSH TABLE
Phi Kappa Tau Rush Table.
Bouvn Thompson Snulent Union
Lobby
11 am - 4 p.m.
WOMEN'S CI1IB VOIIEYBALL
INFO
Women's Club Volleyball will he
promoting tryouts and giving out
inhumation.

Bouvn Tltompson Snident Union
Lobby
11 a.m. - 2 pan.
GREEK UFE SIGN-UP
Sponsored by Greek Life.
Bouvn Thompson Student
Union Lobby

By Clem Richardson
KNICHT RlDOU PAPtSS
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II a.m.- 8p.m.
SUSHI THURSDAYS IN THE

FALCON'S NEST
Uraku Japanese Restaurant and
BGSU Dining Services have
teamed up to bring you the
exotic taste of fresh made sushi
Thursdays in the Falcon's Nest 11
a.m. until daily supply runs out.
17K Itilcoris Nest on the First Floor
of ihe Bourn Thompson student
Union
11:30 a.m.- 1 p.m.
FIRST FOOTBALL GAME INFO
Athletics will be passing out flyers
and posters for the first football

8 p.m. - 9:30 p.m.
WE WILL BE USING A
MANUSCRIPT OF MARK AND
DIGGING DEEP TO FIND OUT
ABOUT HOW 1ESUS LIVED HIS
LIFE
Group Bible discussion using text
on paper, not in a book.

Bouvn 'fhompson Stiulent Union
Room 314 (occasionally Room
208)
ww.bgsii.eduAiilenilar/
calendiir.html

game.

Bouvn Thompson Student Union
Lobby
12 p.m.-12:30 p.m.
COME PRAY FOR OUR
CAMPUS, COUNTRY, AND
WORLD OR COME IF YOU
WOUID LIKE TO BE PRAYED
FOR INDIVIDUALLY
We will guide people in praying
for certain things or allow them
to share what they would like
prayer for. Outward focused.
Prom Chapel
5 p.m. - 6 p.m.
FIRST HOUR SPECIALS AT THE
BLACK SWAMP PUB
Ihe Black Swamp Pub is offering
a "First Hour" special, half off all
appetizers and drinks (excluding
bottomless drinks) on Thursdays
only!
Tlie Black Sieamp Pub is loaned
in the Southwest corner of the
Bowen-Thompson
Student
Union

productive. The school's grading
system didn't change.
UNC Chapel Hill had its own
battle four years ago when a
report was released that declared
grade inflation a serious problem on the campus. The report
called for an annual examination
ol grades, and faculty pushed for
an in-depth follow-up this year.
rhal report and Moeser's call this
spring haven't led to an overhaul
in grading, (lordon said.
Both Duke and UNC Chapel
I fill say faculty regularly look over
grade data and talk about the
factors that could lead to higher
grades. UNCC professors do so
more informally, Walcott said.
Several administrators said
they would have trouble coming
up with any standard meaning
ol college grades, (lordon noted
people have enough trouble
comparing GPAs at different colleges, or even in different prograrnsal the same college.
II you see a GPA, what it may
tell you most is what courses a
person chose and when they
went to school as opposed to
how they did," Gordon said.

NEW YORK — Mary Shodiya s
ticket to higher education was
a handheld sign.
Hello! I'm Mary, I'm brilliant.
Columbia University agrees. All
I need is a loan. Name your
interest rate," it read.
Thanks to that audacious sign,
the 19-year-old from Brooklyn
moved into her Barnard College
dormitory last week.
Just seven days earlier, the brilliant student — Shodiya had
earned 20 college credits in high
school — had no idea how she
would come up with Barnard's
$40,000 annual tuition.
Enter the first angels, Liz Barry
and Bill Wetzel. Shodiya met
them two weeks ago as they sa/
in Union Square under a sign
that read "Talk to Mc."

Barry said "Talk to Me is a
year-long project the partners
have undertaken thai uses the
sign to start people talking to
each other.
Wetzel suggested they take it to
Wall Street. Barry said, "because
that's where the people with
money are."
Nothing had happened
by 4 p.m.. when Barry and
Wetzel called it quits. Shodiya
decided to stay.
There she remained when
Judith Aidoo passed by shortly
after 6 p.m.
Aidoo told Shodiya to fax a
copy of her Barnard acceptance
letter.
"When I got home around
11:15 p.m. she had already sent
the fax," Aidoo said.
Aidoo got on the phone and
sent out an e-mail to her

contacts.
1 hen I told them to make the
check out to Barnard and reference Mary on it," she said.
The morning after they met,
Aidoo called Shodiya at home.
She said. 'I have' $5,000 for
you," Shodiya said.
Donations came in from people like Knee-land Youngblood,
a friend of Aidoo and president of Pharos Capital Group,
a Dallas-based private equity
firm, who gave S2.500.
Shodiya, meanwhile, is overwhelmed by her good fortune.
I know there is no way that
I get out of here and not help
other students like me who
need help going to Barnard
or Columbia," Shodiya said.
When 1 make my millions,
you can bet I am going to
giv e back."
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INGREDIENTS
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\ BGSU Womeife Club tolleyball
2004-2003
Everyone is welcome! Come join us
to find out if you are interested in playing
club volleyball for the 04-05 season!
Informational Meeting
(Open Gym following):
Monday, Sept. 13, 9-11 pm
Open Gym: Wednesday, Sept. 15, 9-11 pm
Tryouts: Monday, Sept. 20, 9-11 pm &
Wednesday, Sept. 22, 9-11 pm*
ALL HELD AT EPPLER HALL,
SOUTH GYM
'Attending at least one session ol tryouts
is mandatory, $5 tryout tee

Contact:
i>gsuclubvball@hotmatJ <
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* CRIME FIGHTING SUPERHERO.
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QuARTIRS
BAR & GRILL

W LET THE TRUTH BE KNOWN.

SERIOUS SANDWICH DELIVERY
Food, Fun and Spirits

1616 E. WOOSTER - 419-352-7200

1234 N. Mam St I
-.ling Green Ohio
For Mall & Expo Center Events • Call 419-354-4447
www woodlandtc com
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"We think it belongs to somebody.'
Fort Polk spokesman Mai Ron ECott, on the search tor a Bengal tiger raoming
the Ixxtisana military base.

IT-WIRE EDITORIALI THE DAILY CAMPUS (U. OF CONNECTICUT)

The news press' overuse of polls
Killowing the Republican

National Convention, polls by
Newsweek and Time magazine
showed ftesidentGeorgeW.
Mush had opened an impressive double-digit lead over
Democratic challenger Sea
John Kerry.
Unfortunately as the prcsi:
dendal election hears up toward
November, the media will continue in assault viewers with a
variety of polls from a myriad ot
diverse sources.

The problem is Inherent polls
themselves arc not a representative collection of the real opinion
of the American people.
Yet every day. writers on Imth
sides of the battle will continue
to use polls as a way of gauging
the public's "true opinion.'1
For instance, some conservative writers point to polls
showing only a minority of the
American public support gay
marriage.
Conversely, some liberal writ-

ers point to the polls showing
Americans do not feel the economy has been handled properly.
Polls, however, provide very
little scientific evidence of true
public opinion.
The idea of a random sample
of people is misleading, because
any sample of people will
include any given number of
Republicans or Democrats.
Another issue arises when we
consider who would agree to
take a poll or survey.

U.S. has changed for the worse
GEORGE
VALKO

Opinion Columnist
I spent last year studying
abroad in (apart, and I do
not know why the rest of the
I Iniversity did not go with me.
I have come back to America,
,uul round it in total chaos. I
have nightmares that our civil
liberties have been taken away.
(li that people who question our
president are branded unpatriotic. Luckily that has not happened in reality.
America has gotten crazier
i iver the last 30 years. I )uring the
last year America seemed to kick
it up a crazy notch. For example
when did Americans get so fat?
1 know of no other country that
sells 64-OUnce refillable mugs
,it the local 7-11. You would be
peeing Mountain Dew Code Red
for a week. Do they still
make that?
Politics. I low did American
politics take such a mm for the
worse! Who is listening to our
beloved President Bush, and why
have they been allowed near the
rest of us? Why is Clinton still

knLui(nmilterf
hit Republicans?
RaawiKKrantt?
being insulted by
1 had no idea a 1(1 would have
such lasting ill effects, at least
that is what I told my doctor.
Sports. The Patriots won die
super bowl again? How does
Bill Belichick manage to mess
up with the Browns but win two
of the last three Super Bowls?
The new "Dream Team." Ok. we
know why they sucked. Moving
on, the Yankees. How can Joe
Ibrre still have a job after not
H inning the World Series for 3
years? Between you and me, I
think that Steinbrenner is
getting soft.
TV Friends is over. The world
can breathe a sigh of relief knowing that disaster was avoided. I
was worried that show would
never end. Now if diere was
someway we could remove it
from syndication...
Music and Movies. In an act
of irony 1 heard die best music
America has to offer, in lapan.
Americans are making some
wonderful music and movies.
1 lowever, most of it is washed
away by Hollywood's ability to
promote. Musicians and actors
who try to produce new ideas or
sounds are brushed aside. I wish
Americans would realize die
Michelle Branchs of the world

arpnot
thr "deepest"
"ilppnesl" musicians.
are
not the
Instead of recognizing talent, we
have a lust for marketable music
and superficial celebrities.
All that is nice and interesting and perhaps humorous,
but what really makes it hard
to re-adjust to American life
is the American attitude. The
American attitude is "F you, I'm
better." It is when Steve Nash
says he does not like America's
foreign policy, and David
Robinson feels it necessary to
kick him out It is the constant
use of racial slurs and stereotypes. Even when directed at
ones on ethnicity, like some
black Americans do. And no
I am not black, but so what?
Chuck D. said the same thing
when he came to speak at the
University two years ago.
Now, I have some advice for
America Chill out. Get some
patience and understand that
you are one person of billions.
just because you are American
does not make you better than
anyone else on the planet. Try to
read something important, like
the news. And you know what,
you might have to dig a little bit
to get to the truth, and not just
look at the daily Yahoo news
updates.

When government gets too big
BRIAN
HESKAMP

Guest Columnist
It all started in Dr. Ludd's
Political Science 420/520 class:
Administrative law. The question of where do you fall on a
scale of political ideology in
terms of governmental regulation of society was posed in
Ijjdd's typical Socratic question
type lecture.
Needless to say, I was selected (involuntarily, I might add)
to answer it. As an independent, I do not usually like to say
"Democrat" or "Republican,"
but being forced to; I answered
Republican and was asked to
explain why.
I answered that, in general,
I felt that government ought
not be viewed as the ultimate
"problem-solver" because
that necessarily means that
individuals are not capable of
solving their own problems. I
said that I generally favored deregulation.
"Well coach," Dr. Ludd said,
"did you play sports?" Oh no, I
thought, here it comes.
"Yeah," I answered radier timidly, "soccer and tennis."
"Now," he continued, "do you
suppose diat the referees on
the field were necessary? Do
you think that the line judges

are a good thing? Would people
play fair if the referees weren't
there or just beat the hell out of
each other?"
"Uh.. .1 guess they are good"
was the best I could reply, and
that ended that. Funny how
pressure goes to your head.
In any case, die discussion
got me thinking, and a bit later
the realization dawned on me
that I was never arguing for
Anarchy - no Republican would.
Rather, I was arguing for less
regulation in society.
By implication, and to go
back to the sports analogy, suppose there were 5 referees on
the field, 8 line judges, a special
ref to check your cleat length
every time you come off the
bench, and another to grab
your crotch to see if you are
wearing a cup. Would anyone
even botiier to play the game or would it be too much hassle?
What I am talking about
here is over-regulation in many
spheres of society.
Consider the small business
entrepreneur. Does over-regulation have a "chilling effect" on
small business start ups?
It is no secret that any business, before it is even begun,
must comply with myriad federal, state and local statutes and
ordinances, zoning restrictions,
and the host of rules and regulations promulgated by regula-
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tory agencies and departments
(EPA, IDA. Department of
Labor, etc.) diat apply to their
specific type of business.
I have never started a business myself, but I would wager
a month's earnings (which, by
the way, isn't much) that a great
majority of business owners
feel that they are over-regulated.
We are regulated from birth
to death find everywhere in
between. You are not officially
alive until you have a birth certificate or dead until the death
certificate is issued. You cannot
have a drink unless you are 21,
but you may vote when you are
18. Your car shall pass an emissions standard test every odier
year (depending on what county you live in) or you cannot
drive it. Your canoe must be
registered with the Department
of Natural Resources or you will
pay a fine for using it.
This all must sound rather
crass, but where will it end?
I shall conclude widi a question worth a minute (or two) of
thought that has great implications for society and how you
answer it should influence your
w KB, whatever it might be.
In American society today,
where should the balance
between Bberty (or freedom from regulation) and
order/security (or regulation)
fall?
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Many people would simply
radier not wait on the phone
and take a survey about a presidential election that is still several montiis away.
The proliferation of polls as
a news item has increased the
sense of apathy among voters
who feel the election is all but
decided and leads to a sense of
group thinking.
If viewers continue to read
the news and see that Bush's
lead is growing, they are more
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ON THE STREET
"What do you think
of students
living in dorm
lounges?"

AMANDA SKILLITER
FRESHMAN, IPC

7 think it's awesome.
I wouldn't mind being
one of those people.'

BECCA ROBINSON
FRESHMAN,
PHYSICAL THERAPY

"I think they did a
goodjob
accotnodating people."

JEN MILLER
FRESHMAN. EDUCATION

"I think if they
overbook they should
find better ways to
accomodate."

MELISSA DENNIS0N
FRESHMAN,
EARLY CHILDHOOD ED.

"I think it's ridiculous
that they overbooked
because they don't
have enough room."

likely to follow the mainstream.
One only needs to look at the
progression of fads and quickly
fading pop culture icons to
realize that the urge to follow is
strong in the American public.
Polls can be a useful source of
information, but their proliferation into a mainstream news
item is unacceptable by
the media
Polls vary wildly and the use of
polls as evidence is detrimental
to freethinking thought process-

es as well as a true democratic
republic.
One should never mistake
polls as a source of scientific
validation, regardless of whether
it's a Fox News Internet poll or
a USA Today/Gallup poll with a
margin of error.
Let us decide die election
based on the issues and the
characters of the men who are
running, not the ever-changing
popularity contest with which
the media presents the public.

Answering the
tough questions
AT ISSUE: In Jadakiss's controversial hit "Why," he
asks several unaswered questions. Jeremy Dubots
willl attempt to answer some of his favorites.

m

It's true what they say; controversy does sell but not everyJEREMY
one who attempts to be conDUB0IS
troversial sells, especially when
Opinion Columnist
looking at the music industry.
Jason Phillips, better known
Jadakiss asks, "Why did Kobe
as The I/>x member Jadakiss,
have to hit that raw, why he kiss
has one of the summer's biggest
that whore?"
hits and a controversial one at
Kobe is guilty of adultery. In
that, tided "Why."
In diis song, ladakiss asks sevthe heat of the moment, Kobe
could have easily been thinking
eral great questions that have
about what R. Kelly once said
yet to be answered.
in one of his songs. Remember
While I don't believe every"Bump n' Crind"? Here's a samthing in the song is true, I
ple of the lyrics I am referring
respect his opinions.
to: "my minds' telling me no,
In this article, I will answer
but my body, my body is telling
some of my personal favorite
questions he asked.
me yes."
Within the first part of the
If that's the case in this situsong, Jadakiss asks, "Why is the
ation, then Kobe was thinking
with a body part I can't mention
industry designed to keep the
in this article, rather than
artist in debt?"
I'm by no means a music arthis head.
ist, but I do know diat artists get
Not even the mentioning of
very little profit from the records
Kobe's situation could take the
crown for the most controversial
diey sell.
Many artists make most of
lyrics in the song
their money by going on tour
ladakiss takes things to a new
and getting endorsements from
level when he asks. "Why did
various companies.
Bush knock down the towers?"
A lot of artists are against
This part of the song is actumusic downloading and I
ally censored on some radio staunderstand their frustrations. It
tions in the nation. Some have
hurts their record sales and all
called this accusation ridiculous
diat means is less money for
while others have said Bush
them in the end.
, knew beforehand what was
However, as a consumer,
going to happen.
there is nothing worse than buyIf it's the trudi we all desire
ing a new cd and listening to it
then I know we will all know
and only liking 2-3 songs out of
what the truth is one day.
14-16, and usually those songs
Towards the end of the song,
are the singles.
ladakiss asks two very important
Artists should focus on qualquestions diat caught my attenity over quantity. The late Tupac
tion. He asks, "Why Halle have
shako r and Christopher Wallace
to let a white man pop her to get
made quality albums. Jadakiss
Oscar and why they ain't give us
is aware of that fact too.
a cure for AIDS?"
He goes on to ask "why they
I congratulate Halle Berry for
kill Tupac and Chris?" They
receiving an Oscar in 2002 for
were involved in a rap war that
her performance in Monster's
was escalated by the media and
Ball.
the result was two of rap's best
It was quite an achievement.
murdered.
As a matter of fact, it was the
They better question would
first lime a black woman had
be why haven't their murders
ever won the award. To answer
been solved?
Jada's question, ail I can say is,
As far as rap music is conI guess that's what it took for a
cerned, if you want to be the
black woman to win the award.
greatest of all time, you have to
As far as AIDS is concerned,
be deceased. But many rappers
there is probably a cure out
still breathing claim to be die
there that someone knows
best The best rappers get shot
about, but hospitals and insurso it's fair to say no one is trying
ance companies are making a
to shoot Nelly or Ja Rule. Still
lot of money off the treatments
they must be careful because
people with AIDS buy. If a cure
when you're on top, there
is released, that would mean
is envy.
less money for them. We live in
Speaking of being on top
a world filled with greed.
let's talk about Kobe Bryant.
Why?
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Public relations
Check out issues
works to cover lies before voting

®

secretary for the current
Presidential administration until
luly of 2004. Apparently after the
build-up to the war in Iraq even
Opinion Columnist he had had his fill of lying, proving anything is impossible.
One of the dubious opporI'm something of a masochist,
tunities I had as a writer for the
so 1 made sure to tune in for Ari's
BG News over the summer was
dairy press briefings.
the chance to interact and meet
Hearing his constant stream of
with some of the public relations lies and evasions was frustrating
people here at BGSU.
for me beyond all reason, but as
Now, I know, it's hard to believe 1 mentioned, a sense of almost
dial a moral, publicly-funded
admiration came over me. I
university like BGSU would even couldn't help but be amazed by
need public relations people.
his ability to re-direct questions,
And make no mistake; hiding
reply with half-answers and do
tilings is exactly what these PR
it all with a smile on his face. 1
people are hired to da They're
could tell he was having a good
given tides like Media Relations
time up there, watching the press
Director or Communications
trip over the trail left by his slipDirector or Associate Vice
pery tongue.
President of Something or Other
Unfortunately, Ari is gone now,
and paid a good deal of money
replaced by Scon McClellan, a PR
to spin and obfuscate the truth
person whom I almost feel sorry
into something favorable for the
for because, as the press has
University.
noted, he almost seems to feel
In the book Animal Farm, by
sorry about hying to people
George Orwell, there is a characHe'll never make it, especially
ter called Squealer. In the book,
in the current Administration
the animals on a farm overthrow whose whole rational is based on
their human master in a quest
misleading people.
for better conditions and
But Ari lives on in my memory.
equality.
Being married, whenever my
When things don't turn out as
back is up to the proverbial wall,
the animals expected, and the
and I need to manipulate logic
pigs become much the same
and mitli to find a way out, I
as the humans were, the pig
think,"What would Ari do?"
Squealer goes to all of the aniMy oratory skills must not
mals and, "skipping from side
match his though, because my
to side and whisking his tail,"
wife can always tell. I guess I'd
explains to them why the pigs get make a poor PR person, seeing
so many privileges that the other that I feel a moral obligation to
animals don't.
tell the truth, something foreign
And every time you read a
to these snakes in business suits.
press release or hear some PR
Now, when I did meet the PR
person speaking, that's just what
person from BGSU, they were
they are doing, the literary and
very nice. We chatted about our
oratory equivalent of skipping
personal lives and writing. They
from side to side and whisking
even brought me some water!
their tails.
And the discussion we had was
Perhaps it's unfair to compare
very fruitful and enlightening.
PR people to lying, squealing
But when I went home, I felt dirty.
pigs, but my utter contempt for
Oh, so dirty.
these people makes it all too easy
Aided by a docile press and the
and impossible to resist.
all-American aversion to asking
Although I regard all PR
questions, PR people have run
people with feelings bordering
roughshod over every sensibility
on disgust, one PR person who
of honesty and truth.
has spewed more lies in his life
So the next time you see somethan perhaps anyone has also,
one in a business suit explaining
on some level, elicited almost a
why something is a good idea,
sense of admiration. I'm talking
take it with a huge grain of salt,
about the hero of all public relalike the ones on soft pretzels. It's
tions gurus, Mr. Ari Fleischer.
for your own good.
Fleischer was the press
You've been warned.
SHAUN
HAYES

Bush will bring
back the draft

of dollars used to throw nonviolent drug offenders in jail,
forcing the real criminals to be
Guest Columnist
released early on parole.
There will never be a National
As election time approaches, I Education plan that works
hear endlessly about the War in
across the country, education
Iraq, national healthcare plans,
belongs in the hands of the parAmerican lobs, and the record
ents and the city, not the federal
deficit. Important issues, no
government.
doubt, but none of which help
The government will never
me to decide who to cast my
know what's best for me and
vote for.
my money. I do not want to see
I have thought long and
my paycheck drained for Social
hard about the things that are
Security, only to hope it will
important to me. I believe in
be around when I get older. If
the utmost protection of the
I wanted to poorly invest my
Constitution and Bill of Rights.
money, I do not need the govThe second Amendment guarernment to do it for me.
antees my right to own a gun, a
1 wonder why the Republican
right which the government has
National Convention cost taxtrampled on for too long.
payers $40 million; 1 think we all
The first Amendment guardeserve an invitation.
antees my right to speak out
We call our country a democagainst my government, and
racy, but I find it disturbing how
yet we have to ask for a permit
Bush and Kerry are not required
before we can protest.
to attended a real "Open-Debate,"
I also believe in complete
where a candidate can be forced
separation of church and state,
to answer any logical question
and "marriage" should be a term and face up to third party
defined by individuals.
candidates.
The War on Drugs is an invaMy views effectively rule out
sion of individuals' right to
both candidates. Voting Bush
privacy, the government has no
or Kerry would mean voting for
right to tell me what is too dansomething I do not believe in.
gerous for me to do to my body
Luckily, there are at least some
within my home. I certainly am
shreds of democracy left in this
not happy paying the $40 bilcountry, so 1 will be voting for a
lion a year cost and watching
third party candidate.
students drop out of college after'
I lonestly. I had already
being stripped their financial aid known that I would be votfor smoking a joint.
ing Libertarian this year, but I
I support a justice system that wanted to illustrate a point to
punishes murderers, rapists and all those voting make sure you
other criminals.
really support what you are
I DO NOT support the billions voting for.
MARK
HOSTERMAN

TEDDY
HARRIS
U-Wire Columnist
George W. Bush is planning
to reinstate the military draft
bylunel5,2005.
Proof of Bush's plans can be
found on the Selective Service
System's Web site. The Selective
Service System is the government institution requiring all
male U.S. citizens to sign up
at 18 in case the draft is ever
reinstituted.
This year the SSS was given
an extra $28 million in its
budget, nearly doubling that
of earlier years. If Bush had
no plans to reinstate the draft,
why beef up the SSS budget?
Bills waiting to be passed in
the Senate and the House of
Representatives would require
men and women to do military service (Senate Bill 89 and
House Bill 163).
Why would anyone want
to fight a war in Iraq when the
suicide rate among U.S. soldiers is three times higher now
than it was during Vietnam?
According to Congressman
Charles Rangel (D-N.Y.), only
four out of 535 members of
Congress have children who
would be in danger of going to
war. We all know who would
be the ones first to be called to
"serve their country," right? The
working-class Americans, and
especially middle- and lowerclass African Americans.
Why the black people?
Blacks make up about 12.4

percent of this country, but an
astounding 24 percent of the
African American population
is at poverty level, according
to die U.S. Census. And we all
know that if you cannot buy
your way out the draft, you will
have to go war or pris< in.
It seems pretty certain that
a vote for George W. Bush
might be a vote lor involuntary
military service for men and
women between the ages of
18 and 25 without the money
to "dodge" the draft. With the
recent allegations by President
Bush about Iran and Syria
"aggressively pursuing" weapons of mass destruction, il
seems Bush will thin i nit our
military some more. Troops
will be needed in the
Middle East.
Now, this president sends
our friends and relatives in
harm's way in a country not
linked to 9/11. If Bush is reelected, he might try to pull
your card - all so he can control Middle Eastern oil and create a larger bank-roll for
his friends.
Forcing anyone to do anything is wrong, forced democracy did not work in North
Korea, Vietnam, I laiti or Cuba.
In fact, I can't find where it
did work.
The only wars Americans
should be concerned with
lighting are the wars on drugs,
AIDS, poverty, unequal health
care and the war for our constftudonal rights. I will not fight
Bush's war for "human rights"
when he won't give me mine.
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Heidelberg
Distributing
Company
For All Your Party Needs!
Proud Supporters of
Falcon Football
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STATE MINIMUM PRICES ON ALL KEGS
• Largest selection ot Imported, Domestic, & Hand
Crafted Beers in Northwestern Ohio
• Complete selection of draught supplies: Cups, taps,
ice coolers, trailers, and T-shirts

Campus rest 2004 iimau»»,,
Welcoming Remarks & Program begin at Noon

Coors
Brown
Ubau

Old Mill
Warfii*
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Harp
Wood!

Heidelberg Distributing
Company
912 Third Street
Perrysburg, OH 43551
(20 minutes from BGSU)
Euily tcceuibk off 1-75 M Buck Road in
the Ampoinl Industntl Complex

(419)666-9783
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Local merchants
live ITIusic
Carnival Games
Caricatures
' '
FREE Food
FREE Give H UJays
For more information, please contact The Office of Campus Involvement at 372-2343
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CAMPUS FEST RAIN DATE
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BG SPORTS
BRIEFING
First home football
game to hold 'Fiesta'
IH[ BG NE MS

I he "Falcon Football Fiesta"
»ill be In-Ill this Saturday on the
InDamural Balds next to Doyt L
Perry field between 4:30-5*5.
["hose in attendance will
enjoy bee food bom Jimmy
Mini's ami Pepsi, giveaways, live
musk provided by la Revancha
and a Uve remote by KISS FM.
I In- lirsi 1,000 people to the
site will receive B free- Falcon
t-shirt.
Students will also
receive orange ribbons, symbolizing tolerance, .is part of
"BG remembers," in recognition ni September 11.

MAC
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CC men ready for Mel Brodt
By Elliott Schreiner
SPORTS REPORTER

After a rocky season last year,
the Bowling Green men's cross
country team started out on the
right foot.
The Falcons beat Toledo 2334 friday afternoon to do something they rarely did last season:
win.
"We have a much larger squad
this season and our top three
runners are very solid," head
coach Cami Wells said. "A lot
will depend on how our number four and five runners run

this season."
The meet against Toledo saw
two new I alums finish in the
top three.
One of last year's strongest
runner, Edwin Cheriuyot finished second with a time of 15:45
and was helped by Pittsburgh
transfer Bryan lackson (16:34)
and Kansas State transfer and
the winner of the race Rogers
Kipchumba (15:40).
"ObviouslyRogersKipchumba
is a big addition for us," Wells
said. "He gives us a strong front
runner to lead the team. Bryan

lackson is another big addition
with some experience racing."
And with one win under
their belt, the Falcons appear
ready to have a good showing
in this weekend's Mel Brodt
Invitational.
The Falcons will play host to
13 teams including Cincinnati,
Dayton and Ohio.
It is obvious which team BG is
looking most forward to facing.
"Ohio University," Wells said.
"They are the only other MAC
team in the meet."
The team will look to set the

tone in the race, which is allimportant as it will give BG a
chance for some self-evaluation.
"It is a starting point at the 8K
distance for our squad," Wells
said. "It will really show us where
we are at as a team.''
The eight kilometers will be a
First for some of the runners.
"Ibis will be our first 8K race
of the season." Wi-lls said. "And
the liret 8K race for several of the
men on the team."
But the team is not worried
about what they haven't done

before; they're more worried
about taking care of business.
"We are just concentrating on
getting out and competing well
as a team," Wells said. "We'll be
working on closing up the gaps
between our number two and
three runners and between our
three and four runners."
The Falcons first big test of the
season will be Saturday morning at 9 when they host the Mel
Brodt Invitational.
The starting line for the race
is located at hole no. 14 of the
Iflrrest Creason golf course.
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i his weekend, while not very
profitable record-wise for the
Mid-American Conference, was
extremely profitable financially
and also helped the MAC gain
even more recognition.
In terms of football, it has been
some time since our conference
has competed with so many
high-Status teams, as well as a
number ranked in the Top 25.
I ets start with Akron, who
isn't looking like much of a conU'lidi-r at this point. Neither is
then Week I nemesis, PennState.
I lowever, the Nirtany lions are a
very high profile team with a legendary coach in loe Patemo.
Another game played on
Saturday was the Miami
Kedhawks in "The Big House" to
I.in- the Michigan Wolverines,
ranked No. 7 in the nation at
the time
Also, the arch-rival Toledo
Rockets travelled to Minneapolis
for a showdown with the 25th
ranked Minnesota Golden
(iiiphi-rs in the biggest blow out
that the MAO has seen so far, but
there's a long way to go.
And finally, there of course
were our Falcons playing the
highest ranked opponent in
school history the 2nd ranked
Oklahoma Sooners.
Many predicted a blow out.
I he Vegas line had us as 32 1/2
point underdogs. The final score:
40-24. This is the first time that
we have opened up the season
MAC, PAGE 9

BG wins opener over CSU
By Jason A. Drxon
SENIOR REPORTER

If retribution is what the Bowling
Green State volleyball team was
in search of Wednesday night
at Anderson Arena, retribution
is what they exacted from the
Cleveland State Vikings.
After dropping their ninth
consecutive set to start the
season in a 30-25 decision, the
Falcons (1-3) rallied to capture
the final three games and win
their fifth straight home opener
dating back to 2004.
"Great win," head coach
Denise Van De Walle said after
the game. "I couldn't be happier
at the moment. It was a tough
Win ... we worked very hard for
all of our points.
"We didn't want to try too hard
(after the first match), because
we knew what game plan we
wanted to run against," she said.
"We didn't want to over try and I
just said "I ley, the nervousness
is done, now let's just focus in
and go beat them'."
BG had a .287 hitting percentage and produced 68 kills
on the night, led by Taylor Twite,
Melissa Mohr and Stephanie
Swiger who combined 47.
Van De Walle said it was the
team's best offensive performance of the season.
The Falcons did not grab

their first lead of the game until
one of Twite's game-high 20
kills gave BG a 16-15 edge in
the second set en route to 30-25
victory.
The third set saw the Falcons
fall behind 9-4 following a kill
by CSU's Katie Calhoon.
BG tied the game at 11 when
Ashlei Nofzinger hit one Of her
two kills on the night, which
led to a 9-5 run prompting the
Vikings to call a timeout
CSU answered with a 13-9
run of their own to tie the game
at 29 apiece, but three kills
by Twite and Amber Mareski
pushed the Falcons to a
32-30 win.
"I think the key for us was
winning game three when
we had the stamina and the
determination," Van De Walle
said. "Last year we had troubled finishing and this year it
looked a lot different. I thought
the energy on the floor was
very good."
That momentum, however,
couldn't carry over to the start
of the fourth set as the Vikings
jumped out to an 8-1 lead.
When Twite to the game at
13-7, the momentum began to
shift and BG went on a 13-6 run
to tie it at 19 apiece.
VOLLEYBALL. PAGE 8

Sharon gives Falcons'
game breaking ability

Bowling Green is set
to travel to Annapolis
to face Delaware and
the Naval Academy.
By Danielle Tanner
SPORTS REPORTER

BenSwanger BGNewrc
RETURN TO SENDER: Bowling Green's Stephanie Swiger goes up for
a block in last night's 3-1 win over Cleveland State. Swiger finished
with 12 kills and a .375 hitting percenlage.
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Iwo
touchdowns
against
Northern Illinois, three against
'Ibledo and another two touchdown effort against Oklahoma.
While many teams would be
happy scoring this many times
against these top teams, Bowling
Green wide receiver Charles
Sharon considers it just another
day at the stadium as he has continually showed up to play in the
big games.
"When it's crunch time, I always
...nil the ball," he said. "I'm
always confident I'll make the
playal anytime."
-.1 laron became a big time player last year in the Falcons' spread
offense, finishing the season with
8H7 yards and team-leading 10
touchdowns.
I le has continued his success
iliis season with his two touchB«nSMH|ir BGNews
down performance against the PLAYMAKER: Wide receiver Charles Sharon runs a route against
number two team in the nation Oklahoma. Sharon gives BG the deep threat they need.
to start the season.
And while he doesn't have losh coach Gregg Brandon said. who finished last season with a
I larris throwing to him, he still "It's nice to see Omar develop school-record 99 catches.
makes plays while making new good chemistry with our wide
What the Falcons need is a
quarterback Omar Jacobs more receivers."
big play receiver, which is what
He has also developed a good Sharon brings to the table.
comfortable.
I his was especially evident in chemistry with his fellow wide
"I like to be the guy who stretches the defense," Sharon said. "I
Norman.
receivers.
"Chuck made a great catch on
The Falcons have their poshis second touchdown," head session receiver in Cole Magner,
SHARON,PAGE 9

The Bowling Green women's six
ai (eam continues to prepare for
Mid-American Conference play
as they lace Navy and Delaware
this weekend in Annapolis, Md.
The 1-3-0 1 alums have lost thru
last three games, but they arc not
stniggling as a team.
The coaches purposely scheduled tough opponents early in
the schedule to help prepare the
squad for MAC competition.
"Right now, we're really tearing
oiu team by playing some quality opposition," head coach Andy
Richards said. "We're having a litile bit of a problem scoring goals,
but we're matching up well."
As far as the losses are concerned, Richards is not worried at
this point. The team is still confident and putting forth a strong
SOCCER,PAGE 9

Clemens dominates Reds
as Astros take another, 5-2
By Joel Anderson

By EHwtt Schreiner
SPORTS EDITOR

Women's
soccer
ready for
weekend

With two World Series rings
and plenty of postseason
experience over his 21-year
career, Roger Clemens knows
a lot about winning.
But the Houston Astros'
furious push for the playoffs
has left even The Rocket at a
loss for a comparison.
Clemens got his 326th win
to tie Eddie Plank for 11 th on
the career list, and the Astros
hit four first-inning home
runs to beat the Cincinnati
Reds 5-2 yesterday and tie a
team record with their 12th
straight win.
"I've been on clubs throughout my career who've won
quite a few in a row," Clemens
said, "but 1 don't know if it's
Pal Sullivan AP Photo
ever been like this."
BRINGING THE HEAT: Houston's
Jeff Bagwell, Lance Berk man, Roger Clemens delivers a pitch
Craig Biggiu and Mike Lamb against Cincinnati yesterday. The
homered in the first off Jose Astros beat the Reds 5-2 to give
Acevedo (5-11), sending Clemens his 16th win of the season
Houston on its longest winning streak since taking 12 in a and 326th win of his career.
row from Sept. 3-14,1999.
runs we're hitting. I've never
Houston has won 20 of seen it quite like this."
23 since Aug. 15 for the best
The Astros, who began the
record in the major leagues over day a half-game behind the
that stretch.
Chicago Cubs in the NI. wild"We're on a nice roll right now," card race, tied Tampa Bay (June
Bagwell said. "It's kind of been 9-22) for the longest win streak
amazing to me, all the home in the major leagues this season.
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Cincinnati continued its lateseason swoon, losing for the
10th time in 12 games
Clemens (16-4) won his
fourth straight start, allowing four hits in seven innings
He gave up his only run in the
first on Sean Casey's sacrifice
fly, and Cincinnati managed
only three singles over (li-mcns
next six innings. The Rocket
finished with six strikeouts and
two walks
"Give credit to the hitters.
They've come alive and made
it ... easier for the pitchers,"
Clemens said.
Chad Quails, Mike Gallo and
Russ Springer pitched in the
eighth, with D'Angelo limenez
hitting an RBI single off Springer,
and Brad lidge got three outs
for his 21st save in 24 chances.
With runners at the comers and
two outs, Udge struck out Juan
Castro to end the game.
Biggio hit a leadoff homer,
and Bagwell and Berkman hit
consecutive drives with one out
in the first, leff Kent walked, and
Lamb connected for a 5-1 lead
Acevedo lasted just one inning,
and six relievers combined u>
keep Houston scoreless tin- rest
of the way: John RiiilliiiK, lliil
Norton, Ryan Wagner, Mike
Matthews, Todd Van Poppel and
Danny Graves.

m
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Palmer makes return
trip to NY for his debut
Second year player
makes first start in
opener against Jets.
ByloeKay
THE «SS0CIA1ED PRESS

Carson Palmer's first NFL
moments came in New York,
where he stood shoulder-toshoulder with the commissioner
and held up a Cincinnati Bengals
jersey on draft day.
Seventeen months later, he's
headed back to the big city for
his first moments as an NFI.
quarterback.
Yes, it's been that long.
The Heisman Trophy winner and No. 1 overall pick hasn't
done much more than stand
around and wear a Cincinnati
Bengals baseball cap — much
like the one he donned on draft
day 2003 — during his career.
lie finally gets to be a quarterback Sunday against the lets,
facing off against another young
quarterback playing an NFL
opener for the first time as well.
How's Palmer handling it?
With California cool.
"Right now, I'm just working on the game plan," the

•I Bthrman AP Photo

FINALLY: Carson Palmer will get a chance to show what he's made
ot when the Bengals open their season against the Jets on Sunday.
former Southern Cal star said
Wednesday, in a laid-back tone
that made it sound like just
another day. "I'll wait for those

feelings to catch up to me once
I get to New York.
"We're so far out. it seems, and
have so much to do before we

get to that point. Those emotions and feelings can wait"
No surprise. Palmer's teammates have become accustomed to his easygoing personality, which isn't necessarily a
bad thing for a quarterback.
"Carson is always Carson,"
receiver Chad lohnson said
Wednesday. "He doesn't change
much. But he has to stay the
same, no matter what. If he gets
rattled, everyone else around
him will get rattled. He's cool."
He's been that way since
the day he arrived and slipped
unceremoniously into the yearlong backup role. The challenge
is to stay that way Sunday in
New York, where everyone will
be watching closely to see how
the kid handles pro pressure for
die first time.
Pressure?
"I'll be fine," Palmer said assuredly. "I'm used to pressure. I'm
expecting it. I'm feeling it already.
I've been feeling it all year long.
I'll be fine."
That's easy to say, harder to
do. Chad Pennington knows all
about it.
PALMER,PAGE 9

Childress gives OSU solid first game
By Rusty Mfcr
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

It was the Ohio State career of
Brandon "Bam" Childress in
one play.
late in the first quarter of
the Buckeyes' season opener
on Saturday against Cincinnati,
quarterback lustin Zwick tossed
a long, high spiral in the direction of Childress, who was
streaking down the field DMI the
hash marks.
Childress ran under the pass
and sprinted to the end zone
for the Buckeyes' first points of
the year. The crowd roared, the
band played and his teammates
crowded around to tap him
on the helmet and pat him on
the back.
Then the yellow flag fell to the
ground. Back up field, near the
line of scrimmage. An Ohio State
lineman was called for holding, nullifying the touchdown,
abruptly ending the celebration
and, once again, dramatically
taking away Childress' moment
in the spodight.
For a change, however, the

: fr of run

•

story had a happy ending for
Childress. He didn't get credit
for the 46-yard touchdown
catch, although he did finish
with four catches for 67 yards
in the Buckeyes' 27-6 victory. He
was honored as Ohio State's top
player on offense.
"I had a great game but 1 don't
want to be complacent or anything." the Warrensvillc Heights
native said. "I want to keep on
working hard in the weight room
and get better every game."
If there's one thing QlQdrws
has learned, it's to not take anything for granted. He came to
()hi<> State as Ohio's Mr. Football.
Big things were projected for the
quick defensive back/receiver
with the moves of a matador.
Then he all but vanished only
to reappear as a potential star
every spring. He watched as the
Buckeyes churned out a series
of great receivers, all of whom
took their place ahead of him
in the pecking order (Michael
lenkins, Ken-Yon Kambo. Reggie
(jennany, Chris Vance).
"It was frustrating but the

1i
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better?' or 'What can I work on?'
Every time we talked it made me
feel better as far as what to work
on, what to do, what not to do.
I'm just glad that me and him
are real close."
Childress kept working. A star
in spring games, he disappeared
down the depth chart when the
autumn came around.
A brief payoff came last
lanuary in the Fiesta Bowl when
Childress caught two passes for
44 yards, includinga 36-yard gain
that set up the Buckeyes' second
touchdown, in what would be a
35-28 win over Kansas State.
When that game was over,
Childress recommitted himself
to working out, getting in condition and preparing for his fifth
and final season.
Now the old man of the receiving corps has earned his stripes.
He still doesn't start, but that's
OK with die 22-year-old.
"I never got my head down,"
Childress said. "I just kept working hard, knowing that if you
keep working hard it's going to
pay off sooner or later."

biggest thing for me was just
knowing that when I do get the
opportunity 1 had to make the
best of it." Childress said.
Still, that opportunity never
came.
The clippings, plaques and
trophies didn't get him playing
time. He was redshirted in 2000,
then rode the pine for most of
the 2001 season, making one
catch. He saw action in 13 games
as a sophomore, catching only
four passes while collecting a
national championship ring
A year ago. Carter broke a leg
but redshirt freshman Santonio
Holmes stole the job opposite
lenkins in the Ohio State offense.
Childress filled in while catching
nine passes in a bit role.
lob had less patience than
Childress.
When doubts crept in, he visited coach lim Tressel — more
times than he can remember.
"1 couldn't count em, but I
know it was a lot though," he
said with a laugh. "I remember
me all the time asking coach
Tressel, 'What can I do to get

Join us Sunday.
September 12th
11 A.M. to Midnight
For Ralphie's
First Annual
NFL Sunday
Kick-Off Party!
Cheer your favorite
team to victory!
Lots of Fun. Prizes,
Food & Drink
Specials!
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COMING BACK: Ravens' wide receiver Kevin Johson will make his return
to Cleveland when the Ravens open the season against the Browns.

Kevin Johnson will
return to Cleveland in
the season opener.
By Tom Withers
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Kevin lohnson joked that he's
worried about walkingtoward the
wrong locker room on Sunday.
He's sure he'll find the right
sideline, though.
It'll be the one opposite where
Butch Davis is standing.
lohnson, released last season
by Davis, will make his first visit
to Cleveland as a visiting player
when the Baltimore Ravens open
the season against the Browns.
"It's going to be pretty strange,"
lohnson said.
So, too, were the circumstances surrounding lohnson's release
last November. Davis suddenly
dumped the Browns' leading
receiver from 1999-2002 without
getting anything in return.
At the time, the Browns cited
lohnson's selfishness as the
primary reason for letting him
go. Those assertions still pain
Johnson, who finished last season with lacksonville before
being traded to Baltimore on
draft day.
In lohnson's mind, his unceremonious release was caused by
one man: Butch Davis.
"Everybody knows why it happened," lohnson said. "I hated
the way my character was questioned and who I was as a person.
It was going to happen sooner or
later. I le (Davis) had total control.
He and I never saw eye to eye."
Selected by the expansion
Browns with their second overall
pick in 1999, lohnson was the
club's most productive offensive
player for four seasons, catching
315 passes for 3,836 yards and 23
touchdowns. He also started 72
of 74 games in Cleveland.
But all of lohnson's previous
accomplishments seemed to
mean little last season to Davis,
who became irritated when the

It's Do or Dye

wideout complained about his
contract before the 2002 season
and grumbled about not getting
the ball enough last year.
Johnson didn't directly criticize Davis during a teleconference with Cleveland reporters on
Wednesday, but without naming his former coach, he made
it clear that he's having a much
better experience playing in
Baltimore for Brian Hillick.
"He treats you like a man,"
lohnson said. "He sits you down
and tells you what he expects
from you. I le's not going to overwork you. If we don't have to be
here, we're not going to be here.
He keeps it player friendly.
"I le'sa true NFI.coach. I ledoes
everything you would want your
boss to do."
With the Ravens, lohnson
has been reunited with former
Cleveland teammates Orlando
Brown and Corey Fuller — both
of whom had their own issues
with the Browns.
It's a new start for the 28year-old lohnson, who went
through enough losing seasons
in Cleveland to last his career.
He has no hard feelings for his
former teammates, either. In
fact, lohnson wishes the Browns
and Cleveland fans nodiing but
the best.
"1 hope they get what they
deserve." lohnson said. "The
fans are the ones who are being
cheated. They deserve it."
He doesn't have the same sentiments for Davis, about to begin
his fourth — and most crucial
— season with Cleveland.
lohnson was asked if he thinks
Davis will fail in the NFL
"1 don't know," he said. "He
tried to make diings work. He's
the head coach and he's stated
that he got the guys he wanted,
so I think this year should be
a make it or break it year for
that organization. He's let a lot
of popular and good guys go for
whatever reason and he thinks
he has better players."
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Next tourney will see
Singh as No. 1 player
By Dous Ferguson
rxt ASSOC'A'tD PRESS

i hi' proof was on a piece ol
paper he tolled up in his hand
Wednesday page 12 of the week
Iv PtiA lour News, top-left corner u niter the heading, "Official
World Golf Ranking."
No. I, vijay Singh.
\ui thai he needed a

reminder.

Singh knew he had supplanted ligci Woods atop the world
ranking when he polished otta
three shot victory Monday on
the TPC ai Boston tor his sixth
PGA lour victory of the year. He
knew il when he arrived at Glen

Abbey for the Canadian Open.
when countless peers went oul
oi ihrii way to congratulate him.
And even though the proof
was in the paper. Singh knew il
long before that.
"I thought I was the best in the
world for a while." he said. "That
has not changed."

Chitose SuzuKi AP Photo

A NEW NO. 1: Vijay Singh
shakes hands with former No.
1 player Tiger Woods. Singh's
recent victory took Woods out
of the top spot.

When he ducked out of the
interview room, Singh might world ranking made its debut in
as well have thrown the paper 1986, and he plans to keep it for
as long as he can.
away.
Along with the Canadian Open,
Reaching No. I in the world
was a lifelong mission, and he is Singh will play in two week- .it
especiaQy proud to have achieved the 84 Lumber Classic, then go
it at age 41. As always, however, over to Ireland for a World (loll
Championship. With perhaps a
Singh has work in do.
"Nobody out there cares who's half-dozen tournaments still to
No. I when you lee it up," Singh play Singh has a good chance
to topple Woods single season
said.
The Hell (anadian Open cares. earning record of$9.1 million.
But it's the ranking he sought,
This is the third-oldest nauonal championship in goll, and and the ranking he wants to
what a was in celebrate its looth keep.
Woods is not that far off,
anniversary — having the No. 1
player in the world at (lien Abbey. evidenced by his runner-up finalongwithMasterschampionl'hil ishes his last two tournaments.
Mickelson. six other Americans I mie I Is mice had a chance to
gearing up for the Rydci (jip and be No. I this year, and it's onlv a
former Masters champion Mike matter of time before Mickelson
Weir, who remains the biggest starts piling up ranking points.
"I'm not going to slay home
draw in his home country
Tournament director Bill Paul and hope my ranking stays
did a radio interview about the where it is." Singh said. Tin not
strength of the field. Paul got in worried about anyone catchhis cad to drive away, motioned ing me. If they do. they must be
toward Singh sitting on a stone playing good golf."
Such is the state of his
fence doing a television interview
and quipped, "They probably confidence, not to mention liis
wouldn't want to talk to me if he game.
Now he has IO tackle a solid
was No.'
Singh became only the I2th field at den Abbey where the
player to reach No. 1 since the Canadian Open returns for the

first time since Woods hit that
6-iron from 218 yards out of a
hunker and over the water to
birdie the last hole and win by a
shot over Grant Waile. his ninth
and final victory of a recordbreaking 2000 season.
Maybe that's where Singh is
headed next — nine wins, utter
dominance.
He has only been No. 1 for
two days, compared with 264
consecutive weeks for Woods, so
it might take a while for Singh to
exude the kind of intimidation
Woods enjoyed for a good chunk
ofhistimeat the top.
"I don't quite see him
where Tiger was in 2000, if I'm
comparing him (Singh) to that,"
Weir said.''Vijay is winning, and
he's doing a great job. But Tiger
was winning by 15 shots, crazy
numbers out here."
Mickelson also plans to beel
up his schedule.
Lefty had hinted that be might
lake il easy the rest of the year,
especially if it was unlikely he
could catch Singh on the inonev
list or get consideration as player
oi the year.
"t i'itainly. with Vijay winning
six limes, iie's going to lie the
front-runner," Mickelson said. I
probably need to win two or three
mill's io have.i realist ic shot at it.
But that's not really my mind-set
right now. I've been working on
some great Uiings this year, and 1
want to continue to improve."
\lii kelson said he would play
in Ireland and Las Vegas, and
pel haps the I lorida tournaments
before ending the year at the
Tour Championship. He also is
anxious to work with his new
clubs, having signed a long-term
deal with CaHawBy.
Mickelson will be using a new
driver, two fairway metals and a
new ball this week, and he needs
to get dialed in for the Ryder Cup
next week at Oakland I lills.
Wiry not wait until after die
Ryder ('up to make the switch?
"I think my excitement mayhave moved the timetable up,"
Mickelson said. "But 1 think it's
also going to help me in the
Ryder Cup, ItS going to help me
this week."
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Davenport now two wins
away from winning Open
By Howard Fendrich
AP 1ENNIS WRITER

Lindsay Davenport is two
victories from a second
U.S. Open tide and the
No. 1 ranking.
After waiting out a day of
rain, Davenport beat Shinobu
Asagoe of Japan 6-1, 6-1 in just
46 minutes yesterday to reach
the Open's semifinals in a match
that began with about 100
people in the seats at 9,645 capacity Louis Armstrong Stadium.
They were supposed to
start at 11 a.m. in Arthur Ashe
Stadium, but steady showers delayed the beginning until
7:29 p.m. That forced organizers to shift the schedule, with
four quarterfinals — two men's
and two women's — in action
simultaneously around the
National Tennis Center.
"It's not a total shock to
tennis players that we have to
go through this," Davenport
said. "At tilts point, I just didn't
care if there were 100 people
there' or 10 |>eople, I just wanted
to play."
Davenport's semifinal opponent will be No. 9 Svetlana
Kuznetsova, who defeated No.
14 Nadia Petrova 7-6 (4), 6-3. It
means both women's semifinals

Stan Kasten, the former
will be United States vs. Russia:
No. 8 lennifer Capriati meets No. president of the Atlanta Braves,
6 Elena Dementieva in the other. Hawks and Thrashers, was
"I don't have much publicity, I among those watching the two
am not Sharapova," Kuznetsova Russian women play.
"It's like when you go scout a
said, referring to Wimbledon
champion Maria. "People do not kid at a high school game or in
know me as much. They look in the summer leagues, there aren't
the paper and see Kuznetsova a whole lot of people there," he
and say, 'She's seeded, she must said. "It's an interesting environment to see a match that means
be good."'
The biggest showdown of the so much."
Davenport got to the grounds
day, between two-time champion Andre Agassi and No. I Roger around 9 a.m. She spent the day
Federer, began with only about trying to sleep, doing crossword
a third of the 23,239 seats filled puzzles, visiting with family and
by fans with parkas, hats and eating.
And when il was time to play,
umbrellas. Federer was leading
6-3, 2-6, 7-5 when rain returned she was ready.
Davenport won the first four
and halted play as Agassi served
at deuce in the first game of the games of the match, then went
ahead 3-0 in the second set.
fourth set.
No 5 Tim Uenman led No. 22 She finished with a 16-3 edge in
Dominik I Irbaty 6-1,7-5,4-5 and winners and never faced a
was serving at love-15 when their break point while extending her
winning streak to 22 matches.
match was interrupted.
Davenport had more trouble
Only two dozen fans made the
trek across the grounds to Court with the fans drifting into the
11 for the start of the quarter- seats.
They just kind of kept
final between Kuznetsova and
Petrova. It was so empty that coming right when I was in the
when Petrova slapped die strings line of my toss," she said. "I just
of her racket after a missed shot, asked if they could maybe bring
it sounded like a violin — it was some more ushers out, even if
there weren't that many people."
that easy to hear.

Van De Waile leaves for
Paralympics on high note
VOUIYBALL FROM PAGE 6

Mohr. who had 15 kills and
seven blocks at the net. gave
the Falcons the lead for good at
20-19 and outscored CSU 10-7
to end die match 3-1.
Swigcr, who had 12 kills to go
along with a .375 hining percentage, said the win was a boost for
the team's confidence.
"Last weekend was a positive
experience, but it was really kind
of a downer that we didn't come
away with any wins at all," she

said. "This was phenomenal to
come back after losing the first
game and win the next three ...
It's so great."
Iwite said the team picked
up their play from over the
weekend, and got a huge lift
from the estimated 514 fans dial
came to show support.
"The crowd was amazing,"
she said. "I don't we ever had
this many people at a volleyball
game and it was awesome."
The Falcons now must head
to the West Virginia Invite Ulis

weekend without Van De Waile.
who will be leaving for Adieus
today to serve as an assistant
with die US National Women's
Sitting Volleyball Team.
Van De Waile will miss a total
of nine games and won't return
to die sideline until Oct. 1, but
she said it's great to leave with
a win.
"This was big for me." she said.
"When that last point went down
I started to tear up, because I
know I have to go in the locker
room and say my good-byes."

CAMPUS BOX SALE COMING TO THE

BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

OFF
THE SAME MERCHANDISE
WE HAVE IN OUR STORES
SEPTEMBER 13 SEPTEMBER E 1DAM-7PM

■TI PURPOSE ROOM

UNION
.'•

8

SPORTS
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MAC will recover
from first week
MAC, FROM PAGE 6

with a loss, but the unanimous
opinion on Saturday's game is a
moral victory as the score was
much closer than predicted. I'd
have to say that we had the best
effort of all the MAC schools
this weekend.
This week's games obviously
don't have last week's fanfare
in terms of national attention,

but it's a good opportunity for
MAC schools that either moral
victories or just plain got
crushed to get their first win of
the 2004 campaign.
Many schools in the conference, including Bowling Green,
will be playing Division 1-AA
schools. On the other hand, this
last weekend of games will
be remembered one way or
another for quite a while.

The Daily Crossword Fix

SHARON, FROM PAGE 6

like to keep guys on their toes.
That's better than a possession
receiver to me."
But its not all fun and games
for Sharon, who notes that he
has to work on routes in order
to get in a position to make his
catches.
"I'm like a route technician." he said. "All routes are
different. I'm a route technician
with decent hands.
And while Sharon may
consider his hands to be just
decent, many around the
nation consider his hands to be
exceptional.
Collegefootballnews.com
considers Sharon "as one of
the best young wide receivers."
And Foxsports.com considers
Sharon and his receiving mates
to be the third best corps in the
nation.
But what looks difficult for
the fans and critics who are
wowed by his plays is just what
he expects to do.
"The catches I make don't

really seem that hard to me," he
said. "I put my body in ways
to make catches, it just comes
natural to me."
But Sharon does have some
goals that he hasn't reached yet
And he has been secretly
putting time into perfecting his
dream catch.
"I would like to make a one
handed diving catch, it's in the
making." he said. "We just play
around sometimes and [try to
do that|, you know, practice
makes perfect."
Catching isn't the only thing
Sharon likes to do.
He completes his package as being one of the most
talented receivers in the nation
laying out defenders, something Brandon likes to see from
his receivers.
"That's how it is," Sharon said.
"If he can't trust you to block,
you won't get a throw. But I like
to block, it's fun."
After a game breaking
performance against Oklahoma,
for Sharon it's one shredded
defense down, 10 to go.

Large crowd for
Soccer at Navy
SOCCER. FROM PAGE 6

effort at every game.
"|The losses are] just a temporary situation," Richards said.
"We're playing quality teams.
We're not overly concerned."
The Falcons will play a strong
Navy squad on Friday to kick off
this weekend's tournament
The match will be the Naval
Academy's first home contest
and a large crowd is expected.
The game will also be played at
night, which is a small change
for BG, who generally plays in
the afternoon.
Sunday, the team will face
Delaware, another strong
program. The Blue Hens are

1 -1-2 early in the season.
To prepare for these games,
the Falcons are practicing hard
as well as preparing their minds
for this weekend's competition.
"Mental preparation is very
important. We're trying to be
as positive as we can." Richards
said. "The bigger picture is that
this is all preparation for the
MAC"
After playing such stiff competition early in the season, the
Falcons will be more than read)'
to put their best foot forward
when conference play begins.
This weekend's Navy tournament is just another stepping
stone on the way to dominating
in the MAC.

Palmer looking
smooth thus far
to keep him calm. But that's
opening day. They're all going
The lets quarterback was to have butterflies."
Palmer will have one thing
relegated to a backup role his
first two seasons, finally starting going for him. Center Rich
in the fifth game of his third sea- Huh.mi. who had arthroscopson. It was difficult to keep calm ic knee surgery last week, is
expected to start. Braham helps
that day against Kansas City.
"There are a lot of emotions adjust the blocking schemes
going through you," Pennington at the line, giving Palmer a
said Wednesday during a better chance to avoid getting
conference call. "I was so excited blind-sided.
"He points things out and I
that I wanted to play linebacker; I didn't really want to play point things out," said Braham,
quarterback. You get so excited, an 1 lth-year veteran. "A lot of
times we come up to the ball
having the chance to play.
" But as a quarterback, you also and they're in one look (on the
have to understand that you defense). Then I get down and
have to harbor some of those they're in a different look. So
emotions. You have to remain you make one call and a second
calm and make sure that you later, it's something else."
Palmer did a smooth job
channel some of that emotion
running the offense in the
in the right direction."
Pennington has some extra preseason against simple
feelings this week as well Ift the defensive schemes. He even
first time he's started a season predicted a touchdown pass on
opener, and his coach expects one play, and delivered That's
about as wild as he gets in the
him to be feeling the moment.
"I'm just hoping he doesn't huddle.
Whatever he feels on the field
have the same helium in him
as those balloons that they let Sunday, he'll keep to himself.
"His play is going to do his
off on opening day," coach
Herman Edwards said. "I hope talking for him, because he's not
he's calm, and we've got to try that verbal," lohnson said.
PALMER, FROM PAGE 7
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Rummage Sale
. Trinity United Methodist Churcri.
Comer o( Summit & Court Sts.
Bowling Green
Thurs. Sept. 9. from 9am-6pm.
Fri. Sept. 10,9am-4pm, 1/2 price
day. Sat. Sept 11, 9am-noon
$2.00 bag day
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'Tired ol missing deadlines because
you have other assignments?
Your Problems Are Solved
QuIkType Services will type
resumes, reports, term papers &
business plans.
Qulk Type otters last, accurate service with reasonable rates that vary.
Call 419-9170338 to set up an
appl
or email lynette_25@hotmail.com
Get Slim tor School! Lose Weight,
Feel Great With Or. Recommended.
Natural Products 1-877-537-9704
www.herbal-nutrilion neWohealth
and wealth
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■..-. ■ ■

1

1 Lowest prices guaranteed. Book 11 people, get 12th trip Iree! Group discounts lor 6._rww.SprlngBreakDls
COuntS.com.or 800-838-8202
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Sharon strives
for dream catch
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ACROSS
1
5
9
14
15
16
17
19
20
21
23
26
27
33
37
38
39
41
43
44
46
48

Shafts of light
Hardy cabbage
Shred
Thanks
I
March middle
Subterfuges
Start ol Paul Newman quote
At hand
Brook fish
Wholesome
Having a will
Gratuity
Part 2 of quote
Ocean extract
Liveliness
Travel with difficulty
Attempts
Mayday'
Blockade
Intermediaries
Audit pro
Coarse file

49
52
53
58
63
64
65
68
69
70
71
72
73

$4.99/mo.

Call 419-575-0236

Part 3 of quote
Chairman of China
Ungenerous
One between 12 and 20

Sri___
Playful prank
End ol quote
Hunt illegally
Dynamic lead-in?
Huron'Ontario separator
Bob ol the PGA
Top of the head
"Sixteen

ANSWERS

GMAT

Help Wanted

ti

Babysitter needed. 10 min. from 86.
Tues. and Thurs. 10:00 AM to 5 PM.
419-823-3408
BACK TO SCHOOL OPENINGS
Flexible schedules around classes
GREAT PAY!!
Advancement opportunity
Conditions exist. All ages 18+
Call 419-861-6134 or apply at
Worklorsturtents com
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Perrysburg, easy access to I 75.
Quiet 2 bdrm.. apt 1 bath, water
incl.. laundry facil.. security bldg.
$525-550 month. 734-850-0121.

Ford Explorer 2000. 4 dr. very good
cond. with mileage ot only 78.400.
For sale now for only $8,490. Call
now or leave msg. 419-450-7692.

Female subleaser needed ASAP.
Close to campus, own bdrm/bthrm.
Call 419-262-1414.

724 S. COLLEGE
2 BR unturn. apts. Range, retng.
dishwasher. Tenants pay electric.
Starts at $400 mo. plus deposit.
NO PETS! CALL
John Newlove Real Estate, Inc.
(419)354-2260

Great location 3-5 bdrm. house. All
appliances, w/d, gas, a/c. Pets possible. Lg. yard. Call 353-2382.

For Rent
"Rooms available for 5250/mo
Includes all utilities
Call 419-353-0325.
2 bdrm. furn. apt. NO smoking, NO
pets! Close to campus. Inclu. util.
Call 353-5074.
3 bdrm. A/C and laundry. Lease for
12 mo's., pay for 11 $750 ♦ util.
Call 419-353-8206
5 room house lor rent
Available Aug 25
352-5822

J

K 4 K PROPERTIES
Currently Available
1 bedroom apts.:
130 University Ln.
625 1/2 N. Mam, 303 1/2 S. Main St
2 bedroom house:
132 Ada Ave
3 bedroom houses:
1 University Lane: 325 N. Main
5 & 6 bedroom houses:
622 Fifth: 630 Elm
Call or stop in for more infomation
419-353-APTS (2787)
427 Clough St. BG

Subleaser needed spring semester
117 N. Main St. $300/mo.
Call Donny at 937-369-8067
Subleaser needed. 1 bdrm., unfurnished. $325 • all util.'s.
Call 419-354-9740
Two unique 2 bedrm. apts. in Victorian house. 427 N. Main. 2nd & 3rd
fir. apts. $575 plus util.. $550 incl.
some util. Call for more info.
386-405-3318.

"\

w ••^____r*5 SouthSide Laundromat;
993 S. Main

,

Management Inc.

TV • Free Coffee « ■
Air Conditioned ^3% j

■ I-^j

ASK ABOUT OUR
SPECIALS GOING
ONNOW

46 Washers - 30 Dryers
!
Large Capacity & Single Load Washers i

Call 353-5800
AJlfrCA

1 FREE WASH (topload)

OPEN NOW

1 coupon per family per visit exp 10/1/04

12} Bedroom Apartments

From Only
$465!

Hillsdale Apt
WHI Pairvie*

r

• 3 Ixlrm Twnhs

Back to School

• Dishw.ch. i
• Garbage Disposal
• Vfasber Dryer lli«>k-up
• i arports BGSU Bus snip

OPENINGS

On selected floor plans

Evergreen Apt.

52.25

entrance

JISl

■ Spacious kitchen

-i _

■ Laundry on site
• BGSI bus stop

_ r-_*

:CA

• Pets welcome
• Convenient on-site parking

J

*9f% ^n^i/?

VAsUirr MUAKf
APMITMfMTS

N

I GYPSr__.Nl
1 Horn* Depot

t

FREE HEAT

VARSITY
SQUARE

AMMTTMErTra
419-353-7715 ti*

I .ii tited

.HI

Heinzsite Apt,
710 N Enterprise

Flexible schedules
around classes

•
•
•
•

Advancement opportunity.
Conditions exist
All ages 18+

/rtlMJA
EE3Sp____E

Stop by the Office at
1045 N. Main St.
or check website
www iiicccaliu.com
for complete listing
for next year.

"mint
wviw.workforstudents.com

Smith M<iin St. in "Big I OtS Plaza

C..LI Bfcei at State Minimum Prices! «»-3S!-9259 P

1 bdmts (can nuke tana i Ddnn)
Dishwasher
Garbage Disposal
w.islk-i Dryer in I bdran

• CAN WALK TO CAMPUS

<* 419-861-6134

itimmmmx

I'm-

• 1 Ixlnm (can make Into I bdn

base-appt.

• Patio

BG's#l Party Store
Bud Light 24pk....$15.99
Coors Light 18 cans....$10.99
Miller Lite 18 cans.. $10.99

I
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Elfic S250 mo. & util.
1 bdrm. $350 mo. & util w/yd. A/C &
W Call 419-352-4366

• Laundry facilities

163 South Main Street

0
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o

i

1996 Dodge Intrepid. $3800. Great
condition! For more info, contact
Kevin Harrison 419-494-5273

Telephone interviewing. NO sales'
Part-time, mostly evenings and
weekends. Relaxed atmosphere,
flex, shedule. In Penysburg. Up to
$7/hr. Call 419-874-5842.

Strvinf Fin* Food Since 1972
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For Rent

• Ground floor ranch style
apartment with private

Frcshly-bakcd Meatloaf served with
Maihed Potatoes, Gravy. Cnmbrtad
Stuffing, Vegetable and Coleslaw.
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For Rent

SALES CLERK
Wanted to assist management and
operations of a 24 hr. adult retail
store. Must be able to work evenings and weekends Call 419-288
2131 for info. Must be 18 or older.

Baked
Meatloaf
Available from 4 pm 'ill JO pm
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Get Paid Foi Your Opinions'
Earn $15- $125 & more per survey!
www.moneylorsurveys.com
MAKE YOUR OWN HOURS
All you do is sell the Hawaiian Tropic Break 2005 Travel Program. Represent an American Express "Student Travel" Company Guaranteed
highest commission, tree trips and
great lor resume. Your pay equals
your efforts. AMERICAN STUDENT
Vacations 1-800-336-2260
www amencanstudent.info
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For Sale

(BARTENDING! S300/day potential.
No exp. necessary. Training provided Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.
Babysitter needed.
Mon. a Tues 6-9. Fn. 3:30-5. $7/hr.
Call after 5pm. 352-5068
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1-800-KAP-TIST •

Learn a skin tor lit*. Take PEG 157
Western Horsemanship Check us
out at SandersonstablM.com
Semester Unlimited Tanning $65
One block from campus
Booths & Beds
Campus Tanning. 352-7889

.■

ti N 0

THINKING ABOUT GRAD SCHOOL? LAW SCHOOL? MED SCHOOL?
CALL THE WORLD LEADER IN TEST PREP

Personals
$450 Group Fundraiser
Scheduling Bonus
4 hours ot your groups' time PLUS
our tree (yes, tree) lundraising solutions EQUALS $1.000-$2,000 in
earnings tor your group. Call
TODAY tor a $450 bonus when you
schedule your non-sales fundraiser
with CampusFundraiser. Contact
CampusFundraiser. (888) 923-3238.
or visit
www.campuslundraiset.cQm

, ,„..„,„„

Something to Talk
About" singer Bonnie
Actress Woodard
Walk-the-dog toys
Nero Wolfe"s creator
Galahad'
Bother
Camera accessory
Real follower?
Atlantic lood tish
Littlest of the litter
'30s movie dog
Rip
40 Stopovers on the
alimentary canal
Catch sight of
Provo's state
42 Health resorts
Bellybutton collection 45 Hosiery mishap
Light pat
47 Latin greeting
Holiday forerunners . 50 Work-shoe protection
Historical period
51 Ms. Fitzgerald
Ecology pioneer
54 Gem surface
Conception
55 Opening bars
56 Flock of geese
Henhouse product
Ooze
57 Rabbits' kin
Length of a visit
58 CD alternative
Jason's ship
59 Seth's son
Stead
60 Coupd__
61 Pleasant French city?
Take care of
62 Perlman ot "Cheers"
66 Museum purchase
67 Sturgeon delicacy

Ohio's new affordable online dating
service, www.sweetyhnder.com
Tutorials in German or Russian
Grammar, vocabulary, conversation
Master in German & Appl Linguistics

•«,..*...
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$1000 MAKES COLLEGE BETTER. A LOT BETTER.

v9\c*ures

SOMEONE S GOING HOME WITH A GRAND.
WHY NOT MAKE IT YOUP
Urban Challenge on Campus is a two-person photo pursuit where capturing the
right pictures will get you paid. Big. $1,000 Big. Sign up online lor FREE and we II
lend you a LG VX6000 camera phone. You and a partner solve text clues and snap
pictures to win.
The craziness lasts for about 90 minutes as you dash around campus.
If you re finished in time and your pictures are correct, you can start
funding your dream spring break, or splurging on some luxuries. Like two-ply.
It all goes down at the Onion Oval on Tuesday. September 21st at 3:00 pm.
But remember, you can t solve the clues, take the shots, or get paid without

registering first at: www.urbanchallenge.com/oncamiius

urban

[challenge!
on campus

W

Vetl Oriwireless

Urban Challenge on Campus

No purchase necessary. Musi be 18 years of age or oldei' as of day of ev

f

(

FALL SPORTS PKEVIKW

2 Wednesday, Septembw 9.2004

CUSTOM IMPRINT ID WI VKAHIIS

SCREEN PRINTING
SWEATS
HATS
TEES
OPEN MON.-FRI.

•
•
•
•

EMBROIDERY
LADIES TEES
JACKETS
JERSEYS

10-6 P.M. TUES. 10-5 P.M.

4i9-;r>4-bb8b

902 1. WoosriR

ST.

B6 Barbershop
Voted Best Haircut in Wood County!

Cut your waiting time in half!
352-3316

Hours:
IM 1200 pm
Saturday

«:M-S:J0 pm
Mon ,Tu# .Thuri.,Fii

ClosM
Wtd 1 Sun

Good Luck Falcons!

le
Wcrks

<SF
<#

248 S. Main St.
352-WERK
9375

Bicycle Sales & Service
www.shopcy t leworks.com

More than just a bike shop!!
Check out these ideas...
• Oakley Sunglasses
• Rollerblades - SALE
• Hybrid/Cross Bikes
• Comfort Blues
• Road Bikes
• Clothing & Accessories
• Skateboards

Best Selection Around!!
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C GIANT
Built- Vo b* rwWri,

cannondale
HINDU ADC IN USA
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It's not often that a team can walk
away from a season opening loss
and be happy, but the Bowling
Green football team has entered that
realm after a 40-24 loss to Oklahoma,
whom many consider to lie this
season's most talented team.
And while the Falcons didn't
get another early season upset,
they can feel proud of what they

accomplished

We Now Have
4 Barbers!
412 E.Wooster Suite B

Oklahoma loss shows
weaknesses, strengths
By Elliott Schremer
SPORTS EDi'CR

Your source for:
Hemp Tees • Tie Dyes
Frogg Toggs

aardspe@aardvarkspe.com
888-955-5075

WWW.B6NEWS.COM

TREK

1

Omar Jacobs successfully established himself as an able replacement for losh 1 Iarris, passing for 218
yards and two touchdowns on 24-41
passing
"Omar's our quarterback, at least for
next for next week," BG coach Gregg
Brandon joked after the loss.
The receiving corps showed
up even with Cole Magner being
constantly double teamed. Charles
Sharon made his usual big plays with
two touchdowns and Steve Sanders
stepped up with five catches for
72 yards.
Keon Newson proved that he was
ready to fill the big void in the secondary left by lannsen Patton by forcing
two turnovers in an effort that landed
him Mid-American Conference West
defensive player of the week.
And even though the team gave up
over 200 yards rushing to the Sooners,
their coach was still happy with their
performance.
"We made them work for their
points," Brandon said. "They didn't
get too many cheap things. That's
what we said |we were going for|
going in."
With that said, the Falcons look to
be ready to move into this week's
game against Southeast Missouri
State.
At the quarterback position,
lacobs looked like he was more than
ready to go into a hostile environment .igainst a top team and give a
good performance.
"I did all right," he said. "I thought
I could've done better ... I just have
to be more fundamentally sound as
games go on."
But the offense didn't do the things
they were hoping to do against
Oklahoma's defense. Coming into
the game, the team wanted to run
the ball against a staunch Oklahoma
defensive line, but they were only able
to get running backs PJ. Pope and BJ.

S«ISMH»M
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CELEBRATION: Bowling Green wideout Charles Sharon celebrates after scoring
a touchdown against Oklahoma this past Saturday
thesamefieldasthellnsiiKin IVoph)
lane 12 carries total.
A lot of this had to do with the talent winner," Newson said. "I told [White
of the OU defensive line, which fea- after the game that I considered it .i
tures three players with Ail-American privilege to play against him."
talent.
But White wasn't the only one the
Thai is where the receivers came Falcons had to worry about, as the)
up big.
faced one of the nations top (resh
I Mil Pope was able to get in on the men in Adrian Peterson as well as
action from the backfickl.
speed demon Kejagn Jones. Both ol
"We gained confidence," wideout the backs finished with over lOthauldiaries Sharon said. "But there are on the day
still a lot of things to work on: pro"IJones] and (Peterson] were haul
tivt ing Omar better, running the right, to tackle," Brandon said. We had 10
precise mules, blocking, just all the swarm to tackle those guys. It's tough
little things."
to sustain that intensity for four quai
So while the Falcoas offense has die ters and I think that's what got us
little things to work on, the defense - them miming the ball pretty efe
only has one thing to look forward to lively."
and that is not having to face such a
But in the end, if the lalcons' main
talented team again.
concern is slopping *he run, that
The Falcons' defensive leader, Keon problem should take care of itself.
Newson, was happy just to be on the
After all, they return a fairly talented
same field with lleisman Trophy win- defensive line with Devon Parks, Matt
ner lason White.
"I consider it a great honor to be on
FOOTBALL PAGE 9
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Transfers look to boost CC men's team
By Ryan Autullo

SPORTS RtPORIER
If you can't beal them, let them
join you.
That's the philosophy the BGSU
men's cross country team is taking
this year as two of its lop three runners are expected to be transfers.
Rogers Kipchumba. a former
Kansas State runner, was one s|x>t
away from qualifying for the NCAA
meet as a freshman at KSU. The
Kenyan has been the most iinpressi\c Mean runner in pre-scason
lime trials.
"We needed a front runner and
he's come in and filled that role for
us." suidsixlh-\cai he.ideo.iehCami
Wells. "Right now he is leading the
workouts. We need to keep him
healthy and working hard."
I.ist year the orange and brown
finished a disappointing 12th place
in the MAC Championships.
Another transfer hoping to make
an immediate impact is Bryan

lackson, the brother of lady Falcon
runner Kmiry lackson. Bryan lackson
didn't run cross country at Pittsburgh,
but appears to have had little trouble
making the adjustments to collegiate
competition - evident in Wells slating him as the team's number three
runner.
"He's come here in great shape
iiu us." Wells said, "He's been a nice
surprise."
I mected
to
complement
Kipchumba and lackson, is another
Kenyan, Edwin Cheniiyot. The soph
omore was the squad's Ix'M runner
late last season and was named the
team's Freshman Runner of the Year.
Battling for the final varsity spots
are a trio of seniors - Kris lachowski,
and co-captains Steve Vairetta and
Steve Blasko. Lachowksi competed
in all but one of the Falcon's races last
season, while Blasko was out with
an injury.

Wells Is excited about the strong
freshman women recruits she inked

CROSS COUNTRY
TOP RETURNS: Steve
Vairetta, Elise Gould.
RUNNERS LOST: Amber Culp.
Edgar Ramirez
2003 FINISH: Women: No. 8
in MAC. Men No 12 in MAC

in the off-season. The headliner is
lamie Roflow, a three-time state
place winner out of Cincinn.Hi's
McNichnlas I ligh School.Twin sisters.
Caroline and Stephanie I lillman also
are looking to contribute. Caroline
was a two-time state qualifier at
U'cMcrvillc South High School, while
he sister went to state in track.
"All of the freshman arc capable of
being top-five ninners on our team,"
Wells said.
Wells believes that ex-Falcon runner Amber Culp has made recruiting an easier task as she has helped

put BGSU Cross Country on the map.
Culp, who exhausted her eligibility
after last season, finished fifth at last
fall's MAC Championships. The team
finished eighth as a whole.
"All of her accomplishments helped
inspire others on the team and
recruits," Wells said. "I don't think
you can replace her.'
Sophomores
Bridget
Dalic
and Andrea Follack, who shared
Freshman of the Year honors last
season, will man two of the varsity
spots.
I veryone put in a very good summer,'' Wells said. "Are times should
be closer together than they were
last year."
Catching the Falcons this fall won't
be difficult. They host the Mel Brodt
Invitational on Sept. 11, as well as
the Falcon Invitational on Oct. Hi.
The Toledo Invitational is Sept. 18
and the MAC Championships,
which will also be held at UT, are
Oct. 30.

BG News file Photo

ON THE RUN: Bowling Green's Leslie
Carden is going to help give the
Falcons some depth this year.

GET ALL YOUR GAME GEAR
AT THE BEE GEE BOOK STORE
GOOD LUCK COACH BRANDON
& FALCONS!!!
• BGSU JACKETS & CAPS
• STADIUM CUSHIONS
• STADIUM BLANKETS
• PARENT SPORTSWEAR
• SWEATSHIRTS
• T-SHIRTS
• GLASSWARE
•MUGS
• AND MORE BGSU
MERCHANDISE

THE BEE GEE BOOK STORE

IB G B

Watch the Falcons take down
Southeast Missouri State
September 11th at 6 PM
REGULAR HOURS

(419) 353-2252
NEXT TO BEST WESTERN

Monday-Friday 9:00 AM - 5:30 PM
Saturday
9:00 AM - 5:00 I'M
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Three seniors lead
Falcons onto court

GOOD LUCK

FALCON FOOTBALL!
Monday
8 oz Strip
5 wings
roll & butter
plus a side

$8.99

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

99Cdogs
(Dine in Only)

TENNIS
RETURNING: Laura Kokinda.
Susie Schoenberger.

Tuesday
25C wings
(Dine in Only)

BIG LOSSES: Lisa Maloney,
Gaby Coello. Jessica Johnson.
2003 FINISH: Lost to WMlhn
MAC quarterfinals.

$6 Buckets of Beer
(includes ", Domestic Beers)

By EHtott Schrwoer
SPORTS EDITOR

14 TVs - NFL Sunday Ticket (every NFL game)
ESPN GameDay (every college football game)
Happy Hour (Mon-Fri Ham - 7pm)

Kitchen open til 1:30 am
(carryout available)
%■

Hours: 11:00 am -2:30 am
354-2000 • 1720 E. Wooster
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BOWLING GREEN
COLLISION
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EXPERT REPAIR & REFINISHING
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• Free Estimates
• Body Work & Paint Work
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1011 S. Main SI.

419-353-6420
w™ 866-295-7012
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Don't Despair, We Repair

I

If it is a good thing to have seniors
returning, then consider the Bowling
Green tennis team to have plenty of a
good thing.
With Susie Schoenberger, Cameron
Benjamin and I .un.i Kokinda renaming, the Falcons have three seasoned
veterans who arc ready to lead their
team into battle.
"We have a strong senior class
in Susie, Cameron and Laura," BG
coach Penny Dean said. "I'm expecting outstanding leadership, them to
play high in line and to win matches
for us."
The team has put themselves in a
position to win matches with some
off-season dedication.
"Everyone played a lot," Dean said
"Mostly in collegiate tournaments
over the summer."
And with some impressive play in
those tournaments, the team appears
more than ready to take down any
opponent that comes onto the court
with them.
"Cameron had really good success at tournaments Ithis summer!," Dean said. "At Ohio State, she
knocked off two of the top seeds and
at that same tournament, she and
Ashley lakupcin beat one of the top
doubles seeds."
And while it seems the Falcons
have nothing but positives returning
for them, there have been some negative happenings in the oft" season as
Kokinda has been trying to recover
from a knee injury.
"Laura blew her knee out and had
to have surgery," Dean said. "I still
have high expectations for her. I'm
hoping her knee is healthy and she
can compete."
But the pressure won't be on
Kokinda. as Dean is expecting big
things from all her players.

•C lm Flit Pinto

SWINGING AWAY: Bowling Green's Heidi Romer takes a cut during a match
this past spring. Romer figures to play a big role in helping the team's three
seniors this season to a MAC title.

"I'd like to see everyone on the
The team is making a big trip to
team get into extremely competitive Penn State to finish the season this
matches," she said. "I want to see year on top of hosting their own tour
who can rise to the occasion, com- nament to open fall play. Both ot
pete at a high level and keep their which have left the Falcons excited
confidence."
for their fall season.
After all, the fall season is almost
"We're looking forward to our fall
as much about finding out what the schedule," Dean said. "We open with
team has as much as winning.
our own invite and it is always a dial
"It's a time to see who plays well lenge to go to Michigan. We're most
against good teams," Dean said. "Fall excited about Penn State becauM'
is a good time to see who plays well we've never been there. IdealK. It
together and who doesn't play well will cap off the fall season on a high
together |in doubles matches|."
note."

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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Golf tries to replace a key player
By Brandon Drake
SP0R1S REPORTED

The golf team will spend the fall season trying lo find a new No. 1 golfer
after the graduation of lasl year's
team captain, Adam Balls.
"Adam was huge for ihis team, and
someone will have to fill Adam's
shoes," said Coach Garry Winger.
Winger does not have to look far for
suitable replacements, as the Falcons
enter the year with fifth-year senior
Craig Pickerel and junior I leath Ziglar
who provide valuable leadership and
experience to this team.
Pickerel and Ziglar return this fall
dad as the second-leading scorers
from last season, both having scored
a 75.7!) avenge over the duration of
13 tournaments.
i oach vVhjfijei look> foi these Wo
to provide leadership to the rest of
the leant.
"Heath and Craig, theu guys...
they've each broken records in their
times line, they've grown run onr)
.is men, hut Mgolfers .is weft rhis is
their lean i and they need to not only
in lead by example,but, they need to
help these young guys out."
Heath /iglar is ready to provide
that leadership to the resi of ihis
dub.
"I just like iH'ing then foi all my

freshman class I have seen come in,"
The Falcons get the chance to
prove they are ready to play this year
Ziglar added.
at the two-day lohn Piper
The team has been
Invitational that takes place
participating in golf
tournaments through- "Adam [Balls] on Sept. 13-14. The tournaout the summer and
was huge ment will be held at Stone
Golf Club in Bowling
will look to establish a
for
us and Ridge
Green, Ohio. The field
strong lineup during
consists of fifteen teams,
their fall season.
someone
including Mid-American
"Not being ready in this
will
have
to
Conference rival Ohio
game doesn't take place
in the fall, it takes place
fill Adam's University. Other notable
schools include Marquette
in the spring coming out
shoes."
from Conference USA,
of the winter," Winger
as well as Butler, Detroit,
said. "There is no reason
GARRY WINGER,
and Wright State from the
why they shouldn not
MEN'S GOLF COACH
I lori/on League.
be ready this fall."

The Falcons are also preparing
for tournaments that vvill give them
a look at odicr national programs,
such as the Northern Intercollegiate
in Madison, Wl, and the Xavier
Invitational in Cincinnati, Ohio.
With nearly the entire lineup
returning, the Falcons seem very
confident and have high hopes and
expectations for this season.
"My goal is to win our first tournament right out of the gate," Winger
said. "I hope we can continue to
improve each week and I hope the
players can become more confident
in what they are doing."

BG News Filt Photo

SWINGIN AWAY: Chris Leake is
one of the Falcons goll team this
season as they try to replace
Adam Balls.

Attention Falcon
Sports Fans!

teammates and being able to set
examples for them.' /iglai said. " I he
bettor I play. I hoi')', vvill give them
something to l(K)k up to and help
them perform better week In week '
Illinois Chris Laake and Adam

Coidesabo look to contribute to ihis
team after having very good individual performances last year. I .cake
comes in as the leading scorer from
last season, but only played in live
tournaments, lie ended the year
tvrth an avenge of 74.43 in 14 rounds
Gotdee appeared In eight tournaments finishing uiih a 77.71 average
one) 24 rounds.
The Falcons also bring in a strong
freshman class i il lat e Walker, Itussell
(kiodwin, aiidlrav is Spatbelf, all vv iio
have the ability to compete and push
the uppeit'lasMueii.
"Travis, lace, and Russell... since
1 have been here, this is the best
MEN'S GOLF
KEY RETURNS: Heath Ziglar.
Craig Pickerel, Tommy Lopez
KEY LOSS: Adam Balls
2003 FINISH: Finished
sixth at 2003 Mid-American
Conference championships.

want to buy]
some
popcorn!

ATHLETIC

CONCESSIONS
NOW ACCEPTING

MEAL PLANS!
Meal plan dollars will be accepted
at selected concession stands
during all Football, Basketball,
Volleyball and Hockey events.
Look for the banners
indicating concession
stands accepting meal plans.
BGSU

^
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Come Support Soccer hoping experience will
BGSU Sports lead to wins in the next year
By Danielle Tanner

SPORTS RtPORltR

A to Z Data Center
•We Do Shipping & A Whole Lot More!
(419) 352-5042

148 S. Main Street, BG
Between Ace Hardware
& Ben Franklin

NEIGHBORHOOD

PACKING • SHIPPING • COPYING
• LAMINATING* FAXING
DHL/FedEx/UPS Services
Competitive Prices
Safe & Reliable Service

The 2004-2005 season has just
kicked off for the BG women's soccer team. After opening the season
1-2-0, including a big victory against
Ouquesne.
This year's squad is loaded with
experience and leadership with
19 returning players this season,
including 10 returning starters.
The team is led this year by senior
captain Beth Hieman. who understands how important her role is to
the team.
"I try to do what I can on the
field and be a leader for everyone
else," Rieman said. "I know I'm not
always going to have a good game. 1
try to play with the ability that 1 have
and do what's best for the team."
While the team doesn't plan to
change much from the previous
season, they enter this year with
clear goals and expectations.
"Expectations are usually always

the same," head coach Andy
Richards said. "We want to be as
competitive as possible in the MAC
and qualify for the post-season
tournament"
The team has made it to the championship gameof the Mid-American
('(inference tournament two out of
the last four years and will attempt
to continue that standard of excel
lence.
"We have a very tough schedule, but MAC games take on extra
importance." Richards said.
TheFalcons' schedule is filled with
tough teams, including Michigan
State, the Naval Academy and MAC;
opponent Eastern Michigan.
The first six games of the season
are all non-conference games and
will provide tough competition to
help the squad get ready to face
MAC teams.
With so many returning players,
the team has veteran talent and
there are several players expectedto

GRAND OPENING!

Loving Traditions
Yarn Shop
117 Clay Street • Bowling Green, OH • 419-3544700

We are celebrating our Grand Opening!
Stop in and see all the wonderful
yarns we have in stock!
Bamboo, Cotton, Chenille, Eyelash,
Soy Silk, & many more...

Wo
COUPON

Receive $5 off your
purchase of S25
or more

i$10.00
COUPON

BETH RIEMAN,
TEAM CAPTAIN
have standout seasons.
"Kristy Coppes is someone to look
for as well as ljunior) Sam Meistei
up top and seniors Beth Rieman
lenny Berlovan, and Nikki Pudlio,
Richards said.
Other juniors to watch for include
lulie Trundle, Natalie Sampiller.and
Leah Eggleton, who is currently bat
tling an injury.
Richards expressed deep confi
dence in his ptayera even though ii
is very early in the season.
"We have so much talent on this
team, rhera are so many players
who can be game-changers for us."
The freshman class, led by earl)
season standout Tiernay Tilford
has some very important roles to fill
Not only will they add depth to an
already talented roster, but they will
also push returning players to keep
fighting for their spots.
"The freshmen have a tough job to
come into because we already run e
a pretty stable team," Richards said
Richards, who is in his fifth yeai
ban .it BG, is joined by assistant
coaches Ashley Orr, also in her fifth
season, and Eric Golz, who begins
his first season with the Falcons
The Falcons experienced lead
ers and talented roster along with
hard work, commitment and strong
coaching, will help them chase their
goals this season. Be on the lookout
for big things from this year's squad

WOMEN'S SOCCER

Receive $10 off your
purchase of $50
or more

RETURNING: Kristi Coppes.
Samantha Meister, Beth
Rieman, Ali Shingler.
LOST: Kasey Freeman.

Hours
Monday-Friday 10am-6pm
Saturday • 10am-4pm

"/ try to do what I can
on the field and be a
leader for everyone
else. I know I'm not
always going to
have a good game.
I try to play with the
ability I have."

Steven Earner BGNem

TO THE GOAL: Bowling Green's Kristi Coppes dribbles the ball up field against
Michigan State. Coppes set a record with six goals to open the season.

2003 MAC FINISH: Lost to
WMU in MAC title game

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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Van De Walk off to work on Olympics
By Jason A. Dixon
THE

BC

NEWS

l-blkiwing the Rowling Oni'M sunwillcyballteanVshnmeopeneragainst
Cleveland State tomorrow night,
head coach Denise Van De Walle
will mm her attention to what she
has called "the highlight of her life."
when she travels to Athens, Greece
for the Paralympics as an assistant
for the USAWfamcn's National Sitting
Volleyball Team.
Van De Walle. who will depart
for Athens on Thursday and return
home Sept. 30. said her focus has
been 100-percent on BG volleyball.
"I will probably not allow myself
t(i stan thinking about my trip to
Athens until after we play Geveland
State." she said. "So. after we play
Cleveland State and I'm doing my
final packing that's when my attention will turn to the sitting team."
Sitting volleyball is played with
athletes sitting on the floor. All team
members have some type of disability to the lower body, and will play
with a three-foot net and a court that
is 10 meters by six meters with a two
meter attack lino
Players can block the serve and
one cheek must Ix1 in contact with
the floor when a person makes contact with the hall.
The 12-member USA women's
team, which is in its second year
of existence and qualified to the
Paralympics for the first time, is
coached by Mike I Inleti and will
be one of six teams competing for
a medal, including Netherlands.
I inland, Slovenia, China and
Ukraine.
Van De Walle said the opportunity came when the USA Volleyball
Board of Directors decided to fund a
women's team for sitting volleyball in
January of 2003
"I sat on the Board of Directors with
USA Volleyball for about six years
and they knew that I was very excited about sitting volleyball," site said.
The mn had it, the women did not
and they knew that 1 had a passion ft >r
sitting volleyball and thought that if
the opportunity came that I would be
very interested in learning more about
it if they needed any help in any way.

VOLLEYBALL
RETURNING: Taylor Twite,
Melissa Mohr.
LOST: Nadia Bedricky. Susie
Norris.
2003 FINISH: Lost to Akron
in MAC tournament.

•

"At that last board meeting in 2003
when everything got finalized, they
asked me if I would like to be the
assistant coach with the sitting team,"
she said. "That was one of the biggest
honors that I've ever had."
In 21 seasons as the falcons' volleyball coach, Van De Walle has
transcended the standard for success at BC; and in the Mid-American
American Conference, while winning Coach of the Year Awards, East
Division titles and accounting for 380
overall wins - which places her third
among MAC coaches.
Despite her proven track record.
Van De Walle said she will have to
make small adjustments to her style
of coaching for the sitting volleyball
team
"It's a very different game sitting on
the floor," she said. "I have learned so
much about sitting volleyball while
I've been coaching them.
"I'm the technical trainer for the
VOLLEYBALL. PAGE 9

B»nS«nger BGNe*s
ON HER WAY: Bowling Green volleyball coach takes a picture with her new players. Van De Walle is off
out with an Olympics volleyball team.

to Athens to help

Srt«*
• We work on all makes & models
• We Welcome your Warranty and Maintenance work for your Chrysler,
Dodge, Jeep, Ford, Lincoln and Mercury

(BODY SHOP) ( SERVICE
■& We Repair All Makes & Models
•& Free Estimates
A Quality Workmanship

All Insurance Estimates
Welcome!
Give us a call at
419-352-2553
I

LINCOLN

Before

10

After

w/stuclent I.D.

©
MERCURY *fr DODGE

%

OFF
PARTS &
SERVICE

Excludes prior repairs and any
other offers or coupons.
With $50 cap.
Exp 12/31/04
C HI? V

Bowling Green Lincoln Mercury
1079 North Main Street. Bowling Green, OH 43402
Phone: (419)352-2553
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2004 marks beginning of Thompson era
By Matt Heighten
SPORTS REP0RUR

With the 2004 season underway, the
BGSU men's soccer team and firstyear head coach Fred T Ttompson
have a lot of work to do.
Coach Thompson replaces a successful Mel Mahler who was fired in
January after leading the Falcons the
past ten years. The University felt a
' change in leadership was necessary.
The Falcons finished with a 8-9-5
record last season.
Thompson, who was hired in
April, and iissistunt coach Tony
BconomopoukM are hoping to reassemble a program that lost several
key players to graduation from last
•■casoii. Fourteen upperdassmen
return, including three seniors. Eight
freshmen will challenge for spots on
the field, adding to a young team
who looks to have a rebuilding and

re energizing year. With so man)
MEN'S SOCCER
RETURNING: Oman Aldndge.
P. J Behan
LOST: Dustin Snyder. David
DeGraff, Paul Dhaliwal.
2003 FINISH: Lost to WMU in
2003 MAC title game.

changes and new faces, and very
little time for Coach Thompson to
get acquainted with his squad, the
Falcons are eager to take on the many
challenges ahead.
"The biggest challenge we have is
us." Thompson said. "With the time
we had before the season and the
first few games we played. we have to
really get to know each other. We just
need to work on what we need to do
to become better players and better
teammates."
Although it may he too early to
tell, Coach Thompson says he has
yet to find a strong vocal leader on
the team.
"Right now we have both seniors
and freshmen stepping up and pla]
ing well. We're having difficulty finding those lew who will lead this team
both on-and-ofi the field. What wre
have now are leaders by example."
Stand-out players such as l'|.
Behan, Dmrk I reudeman and Paul
Seip are expected to step up and
lake a leadership responsibility this
season.
The Falcons began their season on Wednesday with a i-(i loss
to Michigan State. They continued their woes with losses over the
holiday weekend ID llll'tll and St.
Bonaventure. Coach Thompson

Preferred Properties Co.
www.PrelerredPropertiesCo.com

claims he has no major expectations
for the team this early into the season; however he is looking for constant improvement throughout the
remainder of the 2004 campaign.
"What we want to do is be better every time we step onto the field,
Thompson said. "It is important
we come out every game looking to improve on what we did
wrong the last time. The games
become more important as we
move deeper into the season."
BGSU is predicted to finish sixth
out of seven teams in the Mid
American Conference based on
the league's pre-season coaches'
poll. The falcons are aiming to
gain the respect of their division
rivals and hope to turn heads in
the process.

that every player will have had a very
good soccer experience, become
Better players and better people, and
have maintained a GPA of 3.0."
With the stress of learning the
ropes of division one coaching, and
the challenge that conies after a 0-3

But it won't lie easy
Were in a good conference."
Thompson said, if write going

10 make an impression this sea
son, its going to be one hundred
percent as a team. We must come
together, believe and locus as ,i
team.
with all the alterations thai
Thompson's squad must go
through, it could U' a long season.
1 lowever, both Thompson and his
team hope to get much out of
what should be a learning expert
ence, both on and off the field.
"We max not have the season
we would have hoped foe But
what I hope for in this team is

Make your home at
Newly Renovated Haven House • Updated
Fox Run • Piedmont • Newly Renovated
Rlrchwood • Triplex

BE Nt«

Hil Ikf Swffl S|iol ;il

M;IVI\<* KA\<*I:
19033 North Dixie Hwy, 2 mi. N of BG
419-353-1420
▲ Chipping & Putting Greens - Sand Trap
▲ Open 7 Days, 8 a.m.-Dark
Club Repairs Fitting
A Group & Playing Lessons
1

CUSTOM SCREEN PRINTING

&

EMBROIDERY

FOR
[NTRAMURAI TEAMS, GROUPS, RESIDENTIAL FLOORS,
AND ORGANIZATIONS

Mon-Fri. 8-12.1-4:30

•Indoor Heated Pool »New Equipment
*Sauna
-Updated Lighting
•HydraSpa Whirlpool
Professional Trainers Available

Photo

Falcons are hoping for players like Sandy to step up this season.

lor details

Membership privilege to Cherrywood Spa

FJIC

IN A FIGHT: Bowling Green's Abiola Sandy (12) goes for a ball this past week. The

352-9378
530 S. Maple St

start Thompson has still found time
to be humorous.
"Even if we don't win a game all
season, we better win the final three
in the end-of-season MAC touma
ment," Thompson said jokingly.

30% i OFF SCHOOL APPAREL:
TOTAL SPORT SOURCE
1 IO

WEST POC RD.
BOWLING GREEN, OH

419.3B3.341 I
WWW.TSPONTSOURCE.COM

(T-SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, & FLEECE)

BRING IN THIS AD AND GET AN EXTRA
10% OFF ANY INSTORE ITEM.
stum HOURS:

MON

IKI

10-5

SAT

9-12
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Volleyball coach to
be technical trainer
the sitting team came along, that
thought they would never play volteam, because our head coach is a leyball again."
BG, which lost to Florida,
quadruple amputee, so he can't run
any drills or do anything like that," Northwestern and Indiana-Purdue
she said. "So, I'm very technical in Fort Wayne at the Northwestern
standing volleyball and I brought labor Day Invite last weekend, will
that expertise to the sitting game ... have play to compete in ten games
except there are certain things that without their coach.
Though, the Falcons will continue
you just cannot do, like chase a ball
play hard Van De Walle said.
down."
"I have a lot of faith in (assi.st.uit
Van Dc Walle said she has brought
her personality and passion to the coach) Mark IHardaway) and his
sitting volleyball team, but the team ability to lead this team while I'm
has taught her that having a disability gone." she said. "Our goals will not
change and I know the team will play
doesn't stop or end your life.
"There is still so much passion for with that same level of intensity as if
volleyball in all of these players," she I were there."
Fans can keep track of the team at
said. "They absolutely love volleyball and in talking to them ... until www.usavolleyball.com.
VOIUYBAU, FROM PAGE 7

Football impresses
first opponent, OU
OOTBALL, FROM PAGE 2

cininger. Mike Thaler and Mitchell
Lrossley all starting together for the
second consecutive year.
And look at what the Falcons were
MH ncit about coming in.
They didn't know if Omar Jacobs
•ould perfbnn, he did.
They weren't sure if they would be
able to contain Jason White, he only

•0W Spirit Apparel!

threw for 238 yards.
They were concerned about the
talent of Oklahoma, that problem will
obviously go away.
And they even walked away leaving
the Sooners impressed.
"We knew they were going to be
a good team coming in," Sooners
defensive tackle Dusty Dvorcek said.
"They made us dig down deep."

Colonial Uarbers
Come in and Get your haircut Today!
Hours:
Mon., TUe., Thurs., Frl.
8:30 am - 5.30 pm
Sat.
8:00 am - 1.00 pm
• 2 Barbers • No Waiting
• Walk - ins Welcome
205 N. Prospect

Support the Falcons in
their 2004 home opener with
all the newest

S-M-L-XL $17.99
XXL $19.99

Good Luck Falcons!
Beat Southeast Missouri State!
All purchases at the University Bookstore support University programs. BiG Charge,
MasterCard, Visa, Discover, Cash or Check accepted.

(419) 354-0303

(3 blocks west of the Administration Building
on the corner of N Prospect & Court St.|

Serving the Bowling Green Community for over 70 years
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MAC plays rough first weekend
DMISchreiner
SPOSTS REP0RIER

Sometimes, having high expectations can be a bed thing
The Mid-Ainerican Conference
learned thai lesson the hard way
after having an altrucious opening
weekend.
. Last year's surprise conference,
which knocked off the likes of Kansas
State, Pittsburgh and Purdue saw a
nightmare of an opening weekend
a-, they finished the week with a 2-10
dip against non-MAC schools.
flic weekend started solid, with
Western Michigan putting a whooping on Icimesscc Martin. 42-0.
Uc played very well." Western
coach i lary I lamell said. "If you were
to hand out a grade, we didn't get an
A,' but we were very dose, (liven ii
being an opener, I was very pleased
with the low number of penalties."
That would lie the last good news
for the MAC opening weekend as
many of the nation's top teams put a
hurting on the M\(
liowiing Green got handled from
an ubertalented Oklahoma team
while across the country in Ann
Arbor, Miami committed seven turnovers in a 43-10 loss to Michigan.
"I don't think they confused us
too much." Miami quanerback losh
Betts said. "1 think it was just us beating ourselves. They're a good team,
Inn we made them look a lot better
than they are."

\ncl while last season's top two
MAC team's fell to top ten teams, the
rest of the conference was getting
beat by the rest of the top 25.
Wisconsin (No. 21) jumped on
Central llorida in a 34-6 beating.
Kent State fell hard in a 39-7 loss to
No. 19 Iowa, and Northern Illinois
dropped a hcartbreakcr to No. 22
Maryland.
"We made too many mistakes,"
NIII coach )oe Novak said. "We've

got to get thai corrected between
rum and m'xt Saturday Hue can do
that, I think we can be a pretty good
Irani."
Northern's loss came one season
after upsetting Maryland to open last
season on lop of beating a ranked
Alabama team, linl Novak thinks his
team still has a good shot after recovering from a nkjhmarish first half.
"We made a lot of mistakes," lie
said. "We didn't play our football
game in the first half. It was a typical
first game with new people in there,
but before we can beat our opponent, we can't beat ourselves."
Probably the most surprising of
losses for the conference came from
perrenial MAC powerhouse Marshall,
who lost to Troy State, 17-15 in what
was supposed to be an easy win for
the Thundering Herd, who many feel
are a strung candidate to win the
league this season.
The game was just a start to the
season for Marshall, whom head

Carlos Osono AIJ Photo

NOT SO FAST: University of Michigan wide receiver Braylon Edwards bobbles but holds on for a touchdown against
Miami of Ohio defensive back Ryan Redd in the fourth quarter at Michigan Stadium Saturday. The Wolverines were one
of many Top 25 teams to knock off Mid-American Conference foes in the past week.
coach Bob Pruett guaranteed would
improve after the distastrous start
especially on their offensive line.
"When you call pass protection,
i he re's a lot of players involved and

not just the line," he said. "We gave
up a bunch of sacks, but fortunately
we've got a good offensive line coach
and he will bring them around. We
will get better."

So while coaches all around the
MAC are guaranteeing improve
ments, getting better will not be a
MAC,PAGE 11
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Toledo and BG lose
big in first weekend
MAC. FROM PAGE 10
sufficient answer to the question of
what happened to the nation's most
upsetting conference.
Maybe the MAC is just missing
some marquee players. After all,
Northern Illinois is missing Michael
luriier. BG is missing lash I larris and
ii appears that Miami will have probleias replacing Ben Roelhlisberger.
Many may think that with last
year's superstars would help this
year's teams win, that was until the
Toledo game Saturday night.
Toledo, who returns quarterback
Bmce Ciradkowski, wide receiver
lance Moore, running back Trinity
Dawson and All-MAC tackle Nick
k.Hvur. took a beating at the hands
of a strung Minnesota team.
What appeared to be the MAC's
bed shot at an upset turned into
one of the most lopsided games of
the weekend as Minnesota beat the
Rockets 63-21.
New quarterback Brian Cupito
had 200 yards passing at the end
of the first quarter and the offense
racked up over 450 yards in the first
half against the Rockets in a game
that was over from the beginning.
"All we can do is leant from this,"
Moon said. "If we look back on this
and have our heads down, then it is
not going to do anything for us but
h.iu' negative results."
UT coach Tom Amstutz guarantees the team will recover from this

Ion,
"We're going to learn a lot from this,"
he said. "Our team is not the type of
team thai puts its head down."
That appears to be a theme across

Falcons
JmKoiwAP Pinto
CELEBRATION: Minnesota wide
receiver Ernie Wheelwright jumps
into the arms of Jared Ellerson after
scoring a touchdown Saturday against
Toledo in a 63-21 win.
the conference and BCi's Gregg
Brandon was prepared for the long
weekend, even in last Tuesday's press
conference before the game with
Oklahoma.
"It's not a one game season," he
said. "Whateever happens versus
Oklahoma has nothing to do with
the rest of the season. Our goal is to
win the MAC West again."
Across the Ixxird. the MAC is down,
but they aren't out.

9

it's the cola

COOL OFF
ATTHE BCSU ICE ARENA!
PUBLIC SKATE SCHEDULE:
WEDNESDAYS 8-10PM
SATURDAYS 8-10 PM
SUNDAYS 3:30PM-5:30PM AND 7PM-8:45PM

Times subject to change
For more information,
call 419-372-2264
or check out our web site:
www.bgsu.edu/offices/sa/icearena

It's bursarable!
Low Student Rates:
Admission $2.00
Skate Rentals 1.00

-^

PepslAmerica* 3245 Hill Avenue Toledo. Ohio 43807 (419) 535-8701
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BG swimmers look for MAC title
By Ryan (
SPOUTS

9EP0HTC8

Coming off a 3rd place finish in the
MAC series championship in February the women's swim learn has
started up right where they left off in
pursuit of another strong finish this
season.
Beginning as early as the end of
February, the girls have met constantly to improve upon an impressive
season. Through the winter months
and leading all the way into August,
the? team has drilled and worked hard
to reach individual and team standards. The entire returning squad
participated in these exercises and
welcomed with open amis the new
group of freshman swimmers when
they arrived this summer.
You will see many familiar faces
this season as nearly all of the underclassmen swimmers are a'tuming
for another stint this season. Each is
searching for and stiving for improved
personal times but more importantly,
a chance to improve as a team and
move closer towards a MAC championship.
Among the returning verterans,
students and fans will see nine new
freshman participants who come
from all over the country; including
players from Ohio, Illinois. Idaho, New
Mexico, and Kansas.
These young ladies arc led by coach
Kari Ruff, returning for a 4th season of
BG swimming. She is very optimistic
,.about this years team and how they
will finish. Buff, who has led improvements in the program since her arrival
in 2002, stated that team's goal this is to
improve and then strive to stay within
the top three in the MAC Coach Buff
added, "I'm very excited about this
upcoming season. Ibis freshman
class is a very tight group who can
get things done. I'm looking forward
to them making an incredible imact.
Huff was especially excited about the
group of returning upperclassmen,
including senior captain Amy Smith,
who she believes can lead this group
straight into serious contention for
«*he MAC championship.
Key events to keep an eye on include
the first meet of the season, Sept. 25,
which will marie the lieginning of an
incredible journey of improvement
and success. Another event to watch
for will include the Notre Dame
Invitational which carries from Dec 2
to Dec 4. These events all lead to the
big finale - the MAC Championship
which is what Coach Buff is most
excited about

Personal and team expectations
are high as goals have been set by
our swimmers, their coaches, mid
the university as the team has every
Intention of trying to meet and BUI
pass each set goal. Although Buff
states, "It's going to take something
special beat out OU and Miami (OH)."
she is very confident that this group
of women can and will make great
things happen for the BG swimming
team.

SWIMMING
RETURNIN6: Dana Schultz,
lessica Guinness, Amy Smith.
SWIMMERS LOST: Molly
Peterson, Lindsay Hines.
2003 FINISH: Finished third
at the MAC championships.

II ■mm Han
TITLE TIME: Head coach Keri Buff has had her swimmers preparing non stop to be ready for this season, one she hopes
will bring the Falcons a Mid-American Conference title.

Falcon Football Feast!
*^e»

When the Falcon Football
Team Wins any home game...

All 6" Subs Are $1.99
with purchase of
a medium drink
Valid ill Doy on Saturday
Home Games
not valid with any other offer'

eat f r«**-

Offer Valid at:
524E.Wooster

419-352-8500
(Located beside SBX)
Mon-Wed 10 am-2 am;
Thurs,Fri,Sat10am-3am;
Sun 10 am-12 am
We also accept
all major credit c*fds

